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1.  Executive Summary 
 
 
Process 
McCool Carlson Green (MCG) worked collaboratively with the school Building Design 
Committee (BDC) to refine the spatial needs and develop a range of design options to add 
33,000 square feet of building to the existing Career & Technical High School.  Four 
alternatives were considered initially then revised and refined to create a final solution that 
optimizes project value to the school district and community.  Following selection of the 
preferred concept individual focus group meetings were held to detail the design for 
individual spaces.  Finally, engineering concepts were overlaid on the design and an 
independent cost estimate was prepared to verify budget compliance.   
 
Space Program 
The addition plan is based on space needs developed in collaboration with the BDC to 
expand the program offerings within the allowable space budget.  A new Media Center and 
pathways for Transportation, Human Services and Natural Resources are included in the 
expansion.  A supplemental Educational Specification was created to document the specific 
needs of each new space.  The total capacity of the school upon completion is expected to 
be 800 students.   
 
Site Design 
The project utilizes the same site as the current school.  The original school was designed to 
allow for a significant building addition to the south of the school.   
 
The original school site and building design was set up to accept a major addition to the 
south of the existing Partners Room.  Site improvements include: 
 

 Minor reconfigured parking, dropoff/pickup areas  
 Relocation of exterior learning plaza to accommodate the addition 
 Expansion of the Construction Trades exterior storage yard to serve as a combined yard with the 

Transportation Pathway 
 New septic field 
 Addition of approximately 30 staff parking spaces 
 Reconfigured fire truck access route 
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Building Planning 
The overall planning strategy was to make a strong connection to the existing Partners 
Room and utilize the new Media Center to connect the new pathways to the learning hub of 
the school.  Total gross building area is 33,060 sf.  : 
 

 Open 2-story Media Center allows for flow to and from the addition 
 Prominent testing center designed to flex from 30 to 100 students 
 Diagonal orientation of pathways provides good passive supervision 
 Provide informal learning areas along circulation routes similar to the existing school 

 
Design Concepts 
The building design is a natural extension of the original award winning school.  Systems and 
materials are selected to closely match to provide seamless integration of the old and new 
schools. 
 
Building Renewal 
Due to funding limitations modifications to the existing school have been kept to a 
minimum.  The existing south glass wall and garage door will be reused in the new addition 
 
Schedule 
Schematic design is complete and on schedule.  The current plan calls for the design to be 
ready to bid in February of 2014 with occupancy July 2015.  .  
 
Construction Costs 
The construction budget is $12,485,000 and preliminary estimates confirmed the project 
scope is on budget.   A detailed cost estimate is in the process of being completed to verify 
compliance with the budget. 
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2.  Design Process  
 
 
MCG facilitated workshops that explored the 
existing educational specification in light of national 
trends in education and to provide broad input into 
the design of the new facility.  Participants included 
representatives from the following groups: 
 

 School District maintenance and management 
 Teachers and administrators 
 MSB Facilities 
 Industry Partners 
 MSBSD Administration 

 
The meetings followed a logical progression from 
discussion of general goals to plan concepts and 
design strategies.  Five BDC meetings were held at 
the school as well as focus groups that reviewed 
individual space layouts.  School organization 
concepts were explored with the BDC through 
diagramming including a focus on achieving 
effective integration of the new pathways into the 
existing school. 
 

 BDC Meeting 1:  reviewed the original buildings Learning Plan and design concepts 
along with new developments in CTE education.  Preliminary program area analysis 
identified a need to reduce the spaces identified in the original project brief to meet 
the 33,060 gsf space limitation. 

 BDC Meeting 2:  a reconciled program area spreadsheet was presented and refined.  
Four distinct organizational diagrams were explored and potential site issues were 
identified.   

 BDC Meeting 3:  the four previous diagrams were converted to concept floor plans 
that showed the range of potential solutions.  Each plan was superimposed on the 
existing site to identify site interfaces and potentials.  Through analysis and 
discussion one concept, Option D, was selected for further development. 

 BDC Meeting 4:  three variation of Option D were presented that provided varied 
spatial relationships, circulation paths and aesthetic possibilities.  Option D.3 was 
selected based on the following findings: 

o Well integrated with the existing spaces 
o Blurred the lines of transition between new and old 
o Provides a new hub  and focus for learning  
o Preserves daylight to the existing Business and Construction Pathways 
o Provides southern exposure for the new Media/Exchange Center 
o Has good sightlines for passive supervision and connectivity 
o Allows for separation of school and construction activities 
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o Shared exterior yard between Aviation and Construction are an opportunity 
for improved functionality 

 BDC Meeting 5:  refined floor plans and site plans were presented with area 
calculations.  Development of an accurate 3D model required reduction of some area 
in the flex areas to stay within the 33,060 gsf limit.  The 3D model was presented 
including views of the Media Center and building exterior. 

 
3. Educational Specifications 
 
 
The project Educational Specifications are a natural outgrowth of the Learning Plan 
developed for the original school.  These concepts were reviewed and confirmed in light 
of the current use of the facility.  Based on input from the school and industry partners a 
detailed list of space requirments was created for the addition including: 
 

 Media/Echange Center 
 Transportation Pathway 
 Human Services Pathway 
 Natural Resources Pathway 

 
The Ed Spec calls for a 33,000 gross square foot addition and is expected to expand the 
school capacity by 245 students. 
  
4. Site Analysis 
 
The existing school site was planned for a major building addition and is well suited for this 
project.  It has good solar exposure and abundant natural vegetation.  Future considerations 
include the extension of Seward Meridian Parkway to the site improving community access 
and heightening the facilities visibility.   
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5.  Learning Signature 
 
 
A Learning Signature is a concise statement of the focus and aspirations of an educational 
program.  It is an authentic and relevant idea that guides the development and growth of the 
building design and educational program.  During the original school design process the 
BDC identified a primary need for the school to adapt to changing community needs 
resulting in the adoption of the following learning signature: 

 
Changing, Adapting, Connecting / Inviting, Welcoming, Responding 
 
The Career Center is to be, above all, a hub of learning for the community, 
providing a safe and inviting learning setting for all ages with strong ties to 
business and industry.  To do this, the center must be connected to industry and 
business in many respects and be willing to adapt to the changing needs of time.  
It will and must be as changing and dynamic as the meandering Matanuska River. 

 
The original school design responded to the Learning Signature by creating adaptable 
educational spaces, connecting learning spaces to the outdoors and integrating flowing 
textures into wall and wall surfaces.  
 
6.  Schematic Design 
 
 
6.1 Site Plan 
 
The site is already well organized to support school operations.  Minor adjustments to the 
site will be made to accommodate the new addition.  See Appendix A for schematic site and 
landscaping plans.  Changes to the existing site layout include: 
 

 Minor reconfigured parking, dropoff/pickup areas  
 Relocation of exterior learning plaza to accommodate the addition 
 Expansion of the Construction Trades exterior storage yard to serve as a combined yard with the 

Transportation Pathway 
 New septic field 
 Addition of approximately 30 staff parking spaces 
 Reconfigured fire truck access route 
 Additional sidewalks to serve the addition 

 
6.2 Building Plan 
 
The building plan organizes program spaces to optimize important relationships creating an 
efficient and effective learning environment. The final concept consists of a compact two 
story addition with a strong connection to the existing school for a total project area of 
111,794 square feet.  Of that total area 32,731 sf is new addition.  Schematic Design Floor 
Plans are located in Appendix A.  Key features include: 
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 Diagonal Orientation:   the addition is set at a 45 degree angle to the main school 

to improve passive supervision and to avoid blocking sunlight to the existing 
classrooms.   

 Media/Exchange Center:  this open 2-story Media Center is directly connected 
and open to the existing Partners Room and main building entry.  It is intended to be 
a signature space with abundant natural light, and views and will house the schools 
shared print and electronic resources.  This space is designed for collaborative 
learning and the exchange of ideas, group meetings and research. 

 Testing Center:  located near the Media Center and enclosed by glass walls this 
multipurpose space will host testing activities as well as small lecture and classroom 
functions.  Located adjacent to two flex areas the Testing Center can be expanded to 
triple its size to allow the school to test up to 100 students at a time.   

 After Hours Security:  overhead fire doors separate the pathway areas from the 
Media Center allowing after hours use of this space without opening up pathways 
spaces, similar to the existing building. 

 Pathway Anatomy:  each pathway, Transportation, Human Services and Natural 
Resources, includes specialty labs, a classroom and flexible learning area. 

 Informal Learning Areas:  Circulation spaces are oversized to allow for individual 
and small group learning similar to the existing building.  These areas include nooks 
under and around the open stairs and the bridge that connects the existing and new 
pathways at the 2nd Level. 

 Open Stairways:  promote connection between pathways and reduce supervision 
concerns 

 Restrooms:  4 additional toilet rooms are provided to double the number of fixtures 
available to students. 

 
6.3 Design Concepts 
 
Core Functions:  responding to the school’s active and connected program the idea of the 
library has been transformed into a dynamic, active Media Center designed for group 
interaction and the exchange of ideas.  It features extensive natural lighting, views to the 
forested site.  At the 2nd level a dramatic curved bridge connects the new and the old 
buildings creating places to see and be seen.  The natural shape of the curve leads naturally 
to the Human Services Flex area with views and access to an upper level outdoor learning 
classroom. 
 
Pathway Identity:  each pathway is a suite of spaces that combine technical lab facilities 
and flexible learning areas tailored to the specific needs of the pathway.  A logo and portal 
element will identify the entry to each pathway providing them with a unique identity within 
the complex, similar to the existing building.     
 
Interior Design:  similar to the exterior the emphasis on interior design will be to integrate 
with the existing building.  Polished concrete floors, HDO wood panel wainscot and 
exposed structure are some of the more significant interior systems.   
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Exterior Concepts:  the design vocabulary of the existing school provides the basis for the 
development of the building exterior.  Exterior materials will match the color and patterns of 
the existing school including wavy cement plaster, multi colored metal siding and clear 
glazed aluminum curtain walls. 
  

 
 

 
 
 
Sustainable Design: design strategies that focus on reducing energy consumption and 
operating costs include upgrading wall insulation, thermally efficient windows and low 
energy lighting systems.  In addition interior and exterior materials are selected to reduce 
routine maintenance requirements and indoor air pollutants. 
 
Construction Phasing:  the configuration of the addition on the site should provide for 
effective separation of construction and school activities.  The contractor will be given the 
southern portion of the site for staging, material storage and addition construction and will 
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be required to fence the area and separate his activities from school operations.  
Construction will begin summer 2014 and be complete in July 2015.  A significant 
educational opportunity exists to engage the school’s Construction Trades Pathway in the 
design and construction process. 
 
6.4 Construction Costs 
 
Cost management is an important goal of the BDC and the Design Team.  $12,485,000 is 
budgeted for construction of the complete addition and site improvements.  Schematic 
Design estimates are currently being prepared based on the current design submittal.  
Following receipt of the estimate appropriate adjustments will be made to the scope and 
systems of the project to align with construction budget. 
 
 
 
 
7.  Civil 
 
 
7.1 Site Preparation 
 
Demolition: The Mat-Su Career & Technical High School (CHTS) addition is to be located 
on the south side of the existing school within an area covered with native vegetation and 
trees. 
 
Erosion Control: A storm water Engineering Plan Review “letter of non-objection” from 
the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) is required in accordance 
with 18 AAC 72.600 Wastewater Disposal prior to construction.  Since the project site does 
not discharge into waters of the United States and is retained onsite in retention ponds or 
low areas a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) in accordance with the ADEC 
Alaska Pollutant Discharge Elimination system (APDES) Construction General Permit 
(CGP) is not required. 
 
As part of storm water best management practices wattles, silt fences, and stabilized 
construction entrances will be provided for perimeter erosion control during construction.  
Plantings and grass seeding will provide post-construction erosion control. Runoff from 
paved areas will be directed toward grassy swales, native vegetation, existing retention ponds, 
and newly planted/seeded areas for storm water runoff treatment. 
 
7.2 Earthwork 
 
General: Earthwork will consist of removing approximately 4 feet of overburden and 
unsuitable soils to prepare the subgrade soils for fill placement under driveways, building 
foundations and sidewalks.  Classified fill materials will need to be imported since no onsite 
borrow site is available.   
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With over 4 feet of overburden soil and the building addition being placed over an 
approximately 8 to 10 feet deep depression, a significant amount of imported fill will be 
required.  Grading design will not be able to provide a balanced excavation and fill volume. 
 
Where appropriate overburden and unsuitable soils generated from excavations may be 
disposed of onsite for use in fill slopes.  Excess overburden and unsuitable soils will have to 
be disposed of offsite. 
 
Grading of the site will generally slope to the east or west to create positive drainage away 
from the building foundation.  In select locations such as the bus drop off – pick up area 
and service access roadway, the grading will allow runoff to flow into swales that drain 
toward the southern retention pond or depressed areas.  Cut and fill slopes located outside 
pedestrian or traversable areas are proposed at 3 horizontal to 1 vertical slopes.  Most 
pedestrian and roadway surfaces will have grades between 2 and 3 percent.  Specific areas 
may require steeper slopes to meet certain constrains or property boundaries. Topsoil and 
seeding will cover areas outside of paved or hard surface locations and in areas disturbed by 
construction activities.   
 
Asphalt: A large portion of the hard surface areas for the site is asphalt.  The surface areas 
identified for new asphalt are the bus drop-off – pick up area, fire apparatus access roadway 
behind the school addition, additional parking area, and a proposed parent drop-off – pick 
up access driveway.  
 
The proposed fire apparatus access driveway will comply with Borough and other applicable 
regulations. Curb and gutter use for the parking lot will be minimized to increase ease of 
snow removal.  Current locations that are specified for curb and gutter installation are areas 
that border sidewalk construction along the southeast and northeast sides of the school.  
The edges of the main parking area and driveways are currently without curb and gutter. 
 
The general layout and construction of parking areas will include these characteristics:   

 There are currently 253 parking stalls of which 12 are accessible parking stalls.  
 An additional 21 parking stalls will be provided by striping at the existing bus drop-

off – pick up area. 
 An additional 32 parking stalls will be provided along the western access driveway on 

newly paved parking areas.  
 Approximately 3 parking stalls will be removed for construction of the proposed 

parent drop-off – pick up access driveway. 
 After construction 302 parking stalls will be provided of which 12 will be accessible 

parking stalls. 
 The Americans with disability Act requires 8 accessible stalls for parking lots with 

300 to 400 parking stalls.  
 Typical stall dimensions are 10 feet by 20 feet. 
 Two-way driving lanes between parking stalls rows are 24 to 27 feet in width.   
 Yellow paint striping will define standard parking stalls and blue paint striping will 

define accessible parking stalls. 
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All road lanes will be a minimum of 12 feet in width, with 2 foot gravel shoulders.  These 
roads include; the fire apparatus service access roadway, bus drop off – pick up area, the 
proposed access driveway, and all other driveways, to comply with Borough’s Subdivision 
Construction Manual. 
 
Concrete: The current locations for concrete include the entry sidewalks, the plaza and 
reworking of the existing bus loop area. 
 
The site plan shows several sidewalk locations around the school perimeter to provide easy 
and safe access to the school entries.  Sidewalks at the front and side entry of the school will 
provide connecting access to the main parking lot and the bus drop off – pick up area.  All 
sidewalks will be a minimum of 8 feet in width as well as with accessible curb cuts and ramps 
with detectable warning at necessary locations.  These locations include the areas adjacent to 
the bus drop-off – pick up area. 
 
Gravel: The existing fenced gravel construction trades storage yard will be expanded for 
storage of materials for the aviation and power generation labs.  The structural fill section 
provided will be sufficient for fire apparatus and future asphalt pavement. 
 
 
7.3 Site Improvement 
 
Storm Drainage: The proposed development of the school addition, parking areas, 
roadways and related infrastructure will increase storm runoff due to the new impervious 
surfaces.  The increased runoff will require adequate conveyance through the site with 
special consideration for mitigation features.  The basic drainage concept will convey storm 
runoff and snowmelt through the development to low points on the site near the 
southeastern and southwestern corners of the project site.  Specific drainage features within 
the site include grass lined swales, curb and gutter sections, and piped storm drainage 
structures.  The drainage swales will be topsoiled and seeded to create a grassy surface to 
allow infiltration and provide satisfactory aesthetics.  Grass-lined swales will provide the 
necessary filtration of storm water runoff prior to entering neighboring water bodies or 
ground water. 
 

The majority of runoff and snowmelt will be conveyed by sheet flow, since a large part of 
the school site is a hard surface.  Sheet flow on the access driveways, fire apparatus service 
access roadway, and bus drop off/pick up area will drain to the ditch sections adjacent to 
these areas and be routed toward the south side of the school into either the existing 
retention pond or depressed area.  Sheet flow within the parking lot will continue to drain to 
the eastern edge where runoff will collect in low areas and drain to the south.  Other hard 
surface areas will drain by sheet flow, down gradient into swales.  Roof drainage will collect 
by a gutter system and convey via underground piping to the southwestern corner of the 
project site. 
 
Fire Access: The fire apparatus service and bus access roadway will allow fire access to the 
east and west side of the addition.  Fire lanes will be provided for access to within 150 feet 
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of all area of the exterior of the building in compliance with the International Fire Code 
because there are no onsite fire hydrants. 
 
7.4 Site Structures 
 
General: The Civil drawings depict locations of the existing school building, addition and 
general site development including:  parking areas, fire apparatus access roadway, bus drop 
off – pick up area, and onsite wastewater system. 
 
7.5 Utilities 
 
Water: Potable drinking water will be provided from the existing onsite well from piping 
within the existing school. No outside water utilities are planned for the addition. 
 
The school site does not have fire hydrants.  Fire protection is provided by an onsite fire 
protection well connected to the building sprinkler system. 
 
Wastewater: The discharge from the addition is expected to carry addition domestic waste 
from bathrooms and classroom water fixtures.  Floor drains from the aviation and power 
generation labs will need to have special pretreatment to catch and remove all fuels and oils 
prior to entering the wastewater treatment system. 
 
Currently there is an Orenco Systems AdvanTex wastewater treatment consisting of one 
20,000 gallon primary treatment tank, one 7,500 gallon recirculation septic tank and dosing 
tank, and three treatment pods.  The system discharges into two absorption trenches.  This 
system can only accommodate a building population of 511 students and 39 faculty at a 
design flow of 8 gallons per person per day with an additional 110 culinary arts student 
discharging 5 gallons per student per day.  This system is inadequate for the increase in 
design population of 245 students and 12 faculty. 
 
The proposed wastewater system modification to serve the school addition is a new 
subsurface steel septic tank (approximately 6,000 gallons) with gravity piping to the exiting 
onsite wastewater treatment system.  Due to the increase in volume of effluent water two 
additional soil absorption trenches will be required.  Additional modification may be 
required pending effluent wastewater test results and Orenco System’s determination if the 
system is performing as design and is adequate for the addition wastewater loading. 
 
Both the septic tank and the additional soil absorption trenches will be specifically sized for 
the expected usage.  This design will incorporate criteria from ADEC standard practices, 
Uniform Plumbing Code and the Environmental Protection Agency.  The design will be 
submitted to ADEC for approval to construct. 
 
Telecommunication and Power: Telecommunication and power will be extended from 
within the existing school to the addition. 
 
7.6 Survey 
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The existing Mat-Su Career & Technical High School is located at 2472 North Seward 
Meridian Parkway, Wasilla, Alaska 99654.  The legal description for the site is Section 36, 
Township 18 North, Range 1 West, Seward Meridian, and Matanuska Susitna Borough 
Parcel “B” Book 1038 Page 095. 
 
The total property area of the above said legal description is approximately 69 acres.  
Approximately 4 acres are proposed for development of the school addition, parking 
improvements, and necessary infrastructure. 
 
A field survey was performed on August 20, 27 and September 20, 2013.  The basis of 
vertical datum for this survey is the existing finished floor elevation of 429.5 feet.  The basis 
of bearing for this survey is N 89°51’43” E and between the found ¼ corner and section 
corner monuments located in the centerline of East Seldon Road as shown on the plat of 
“Woodfield Park Estates Phase I” plat number 2001-65 recorded in the Palmer recording 
district. 
 
 
8.  Landscape Design 
 
 
8.1 Site Plan 
 
The site is already well organized to support school operations.  Minor adjustments to the 
site will be made to accommodate the new addition.  See Appendix A for schematic site and 
landscaping plans.  Changes to the existing site layout include: 
 

 Minor reconfigured parking, dropoff/pickup areas  
These minor reconfigurations include using the existing loop drop-off to the south 
of the main entry as the bus drop-off. It will accommodate ten (10) buses along this 
existing loop road and provide direct access into the school’s main entry. The 
existing bus drop-off loop will be reconfigured to accommodate additional parking 
and direct parent drop-off along the western sidewalk leading to the school’s main 
entry.  
 

 Relocation of exterior learning plaza to accommodate the addition 
The overall concept of the relocated learning plaza will embrace the learning 
signature of changing, adapting, connecting/inviting and reflect the braided nature 
and ever changing river channels of the Matanuska River. The existing glass wall will 
rotate over to the building addition and frame this new learning plaza area. A flowing 
pattern of varying concrete patterns and textures will flow through this space and 
continue into the building addition and extend out into a new courtyard. This new 
courtyard to the west of the new addition will continue this wave pattern into the 
landscape as edging with different types and sizes of gravels. The learning plaza will 
include the existing mascot statue and boulder, relocated flagpoles, a seatwall, 
appropriate plantings to enhance the area, and various sized boulders placed in the 
plaza for seating and to reinforce this concept of the braided streams. 
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 Expansion of the Construction Trades exterior storage yard to serve as a combined yard with the 
Transportation Pathway 
The existing storage yard will be expanded to accommodate the existing shop and to 
provide access and storage area for the new transportation pathways program. This 
area will encompass the existing yard and expand to the south. It is planned that this 
expanded storage yard will accommodate the needs of the existing shop class, the 
new transportation pathway classes, and will include the turnaround for fire truck 
access. This area will continue to be fenced in with the necessary rapid entry system 
in place for fire access.  
 

 Reconfigured fire truck access route 
With the reconfiguration of the storage yard, the required access for fire trucks and 
the associated hammerhead turnaround paving will be located inside this storage 
yard. The fire truck access area will be striped or designated for fire access, and no 
placement of permanent or temporary storage will be allowed in this area.  
 

 New septic field 
 

 Additional parking 
On the west side of the school an additional thirty (30) parking spaces have been 
incorporated into the schematic site plan. Also, with the reconfiguration of the 
existing front parking lot (east side), 25–27 additional parking spaces have been 
added. This would increase the total parking quantity in this area from 202 existing 
parking spaces to 225-227 parking spaces. The existing parking lot is not used at 
capacity. With the new building addition, this parking lot plus the added spaces will 
provide enough parking for the existing school and its expansion. 
 

 Additional sidewalks to serve the building addition 
A new sidewalk will extend to the east along the bus loop/drop-off area to 
accommodate the required ten (10) buses. Also, the existing ADA accessible route 
that is directly south of the existing bus drop-off will be relocated to the north along 
the existing north entry drive. The entry drive will shift to the south, keeping the 
required 24’-wide dimension for two-way access.   

 
 Landscape Plantings 

The existing school site has done an excellent job of keeping large areas of 
vegetation. It is the intent of this schematic design to keep as much of the existing 
vegetation throughout the site. The building expansion to the south will be ‘tucked 
in’ to the existing vegetation, keeping significant tree specimens and remove any 
hazard trees. The site was surveyed with this existing vegetation in mind, and as we 
move farther into design development, these existing trees will become a part of the 
design drawings. Tree preservation plans and tree protection fencing will all be a part 
of our construction documents as we progress into our final drawing set.  
Additional landscaping plantings will be incorporated into key areas throughout the 
site, focusing on the learning plaza, the new western courtyard, and at the 
entry/gateway signage. This planting will match the existing vegetation throughout 
the site and provide seasonal interest with flowering trees and shrubs and native 
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plantings throughout providing a pleasant design aesthetic and for ease of 
maintenance.  
 

 Entry/Gateway Signage 
An entry sign/gateway feature is noted on the schematic design plans and will 
provide a strong front entry into the school from North Seward Meridian Highway. 
The intent is to provide this entry sign/gateway feature at the south entry drive into 
the school facility. The future extension of the Seward Meridian Parkway will 
provide the needed access from the south up to the high school. Future plans for the 
expansion of the roadway plan on a two-year construction season occurring from 
2016-2018.    
  

 
 
 
9.  Structural Design 
 
9.1 Codes 
 
The proposed construction will be designed to meet or exceed the requirements of the 2009 
International Building Code (IBC).  
 
9.2 Standards 
 
The purposed construction will be designed in accordance with the following standards. 
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Standard Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and 
other Structures  
American Concrete Institute ( ACI) Publications 
American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Manual of Steel Construction 
American Welding Society (AWS) Publications 
American Society for Testing and Materials Standards 
Steel Structures Painting Council Publications 
Steel Deck Institute Publications 
 
9.3 Design Category 
 
The building shall be classified as a Category III facility, buildings that represent a substantial 
hazard to human life in the event of failure.  
 
9.4 Local Environmental Design Parameters  
 
Wind Loading: The building shall be designed for wind forces with a minimum basic wind 
speed (3-second gust) of 100 mph, exposure factor B.  Importance Factor shall be 1.15.   
 
Seismic Loading: All buildings shall be designed for seismic forces as determined by the 
IBC's equivalent static force procedure. Seismic parameters are as follows: 
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Site Class D  
Importance Factor 1.5 
SS 1.5 
S1 0.6 
SDS 1.0 
SD1 0.6 
Seismic Design Category D 

The seismic design coefficients will be: 
 
    R  =  7 for Buckling Restrained Braced Frames (BRBF) 
      =  2 ½   
    Cd =  5   
     
   
Twenty percent of the roof snow load, twenty five percent of the storage loads, the weight 
of permanent equipment and a 10 psf partition load shall be included in the weight of the 
building for seismic computations per the International Building Code.  
 
Roof Loading: The building shall be designed for a ground snow load of 57 psf. The 
Importance Factor for snow shall be 1.1. Minimum flat roof snow load shall be 44 psf.   
 
Floor Loading: The minimum floor live loading will be as specified in the IBC and the 
ANSI /ASCE 7-05 (Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures).   
 

Slabs on Grade 250 psf or truck loads provided by user 
Lobbies and entrances 100 psf 
Corridors  100 psf 
Office Spaces 50 psf 
Partition Load 20 psf 
 Storage Rooms 125 psf 
Mechanical Rooms 125 psf or weight of equipment 

 
9.5 Structural Framing System 
 
Gravity-Resisting Elements: Rooftop snow and the weight of the roofing materials shall 
be supported by steel deck.  Deck will be welded to steel roof framing which consists of 
open-web steel joists or hot-rolled wide flange beams and girders, which in turn are bolted to 
structural steel columns.  
 
Mezzanine floor loads are supported by steel wide-flange beams and columns.  Composite 
steel deck will be overlaid with concrete topping for a total thickness of four inches to 
provide stiffness and reduce vibration and sound transmission.   
 
Lateral Force-Resisting Elements: Wind pressures will be exerted on the exterior curtain 
walls, and will be transferred to the roof and mezzanine floor levels through the metal stud 
wall framing.   
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Seismic mass will tend to be concentrated at the story levels, and inertial effects will be 
concentrated there.   The steel roof deck and the floor composite deck will act as 
diaphragms to transfer lateral loads to the braced frames and moment frames. The 
diaphragms are connected to collector beams which transfer the lateral loads to the frames. 
These collector beams will be specially designed for the lateral loads as required by the IBC.   
 
The building will utilize braced frames and moment frames.  Braces will be Buckling 
Restrained Braced Frames (BRBF). 
 
Foundations: Foundations will be reinforced concrete spread footings.  Footings will be 
designed in accordance with recommendations of the geotechnical engineer and soils report 
for the site.  Perimeter footings will bear a minimum of 42” below grade for frost protection.  
Reinforced concrete pilasters will be placed on top of footings to support building columns.  
Footings at braced frames or moment frames may be placed deeper as required to provide 
uplift resistance.  The building perimeter will have a continuous 8” thick concrete wall over a 
continuous strip footing.  
 
Anchor rods will anchor the building columns to the reinforced concrete pilasters.   
 
The floor will be a reinforced concrete slab on grade, of sufficient thickness to resist the 
wheel loads from fire trucks indicated by the owner.  Slab reinforcing will consist of steel 
rebar.   
 
Non-structural components: Design of non-structural components shall be in accordance 
with the IBC and ASCE 7-05 and shall require project specific design prepared by a 
registered professional engineer or manufacturer’s testing based on a nationally recognized 
testing procedure.   
 
Non-structural components shall include architectural, mechanical and electrical 
components, supports, and attachments where damage due to earthquake may present a 
hazard to occupants or impair the continued operation of the facility.    
 
Special Inspections: Special inspections shall be performed in accordance with Chapter 17 
of the IBC.  The Owner shall hire a qualified Special Inspector to inspect the following:   
 

 Soil preparation, fill placement and compaction. 
 Concrete placement, including reinforcing placement, anchor rod placement, design 

mix, and curing techniques.  
 Structural steel, including bolting and welding.  Special inspection at the location of 

fabrication shall be waived if the fabricator has appropriate AISC certification for 
steel buildings.   

 Steel Deck attachment 
 Exterior non-bearing wall attachment 
 Anchorage of mechanical and electrical components 
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10. Mechanical Design 

 
Mechanical systems will include heating, ventilating, air conditioning, plumbing, fire 
protection and building automation systems for the addition.  Specialty laboratory and shop 
HVAC and plumbing systems will also be provided.  Systems will be designed to be safe and 
efficient while providing optimal comfort, using proven techniques and modern technology.  
Special consideration will be given to incorporating energy saving devices and systems where 
feasible.  Mechanical system layouts will focus on logical equipment placement, ease of 
operation and accessibility for both preventative and corrective maintenance.  Consideration 
will also be given to laying out the equipment in such a way that it can serve as a learning 
opportunity for the students. 
 
The design team will continue to work closely with the MSB and will solicit further input 
regarding additional interpretation of the Education Specification requirements and MSB 
Design Guidelines throughout the Design Development process.  System requirements and 
device sizes and locations will be firmly fixed at the end of Design Development.  Changes 
in scope or approach during the Contract Documents phase are not anticipated. 
 

10.1 Plumbing and Fire Protection  
Water Source: The facility receives its water directly from the local aquifer through two 
separate wells (domestic water and fire water). The wells are located side-by-side with their 
well heads located inside a common well outbuilding.  Water is pumped from the wells 
through underground piping to the existing building's mechanical room. 
 
Domestic Water: New branch cold domestic water piping will be routed from the existing 
boiler room over to serve the new addition. 
 
Cold and hot water distribution piping will be designed to maintain sufficient water pressure 
to allow proper operation of flush valves and other fixtures under maximum design flow 
conditions. 
 
Hot and cold water supplying the science laboratories will be back flow protected with 
reduced pressure principal backflow preventers located in the new boiler room. 
 
Plumbing fixture groups and remote fixtures will be provided with isolation valves to 
facilitate maintenance.  Valves two inches and smaller will be quarter-turn ball valves. 
 

Plumbing Piping: Domestic water piping will be type L copper.  Aquatherm polypropylene 
Green Pipe will be considered as an alternate pipe material during Design Development. 
 
Vent piping aboveground will be DWV copper or cast iron.  Sanitary and storm drain piping 
will be cast iron.  Below ground piping will use no-hub fittings.  No-hub fittings are also 
acceptable for aboveground piping.  Drainage piping above ground may be DWV copper at 
the Contractor’s option. 
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General Plumbing Fixtures: Plumbing fixtures will be vitreous china and stainless steel as 
applicable. 
 
Toilets, urinals, wash fountains and drinking fountains will be specified to match fixtures 
installed in existing portion of facility.  
 
Toilet and urinal flush valves shall be low flow, manual type.  Automatic infrared flush 
valves will be considered during Design Development. 
 
Floor drains will be provided for each restroom, mechanical room and janitor closet 
equipped with mop sink, as well as the science prep room. 
 
Exterior hose bibbs will be non-freeze, automatic draining and will include an indoor 
seasonal shut-off ball valve. 
 

Science Laboratory Plumbing Fixtures: Science classroom sinks and counters will be 
integral units specified by the Architect.  Laboratory faucets and gas cocks will be 
institutional grade.  Drain, waste and vent piping will be acid resistant plastic.  A 
combination solids interceptor / acid dilution trap will be provided at each sink. 
 
Emergency shower and eyewash stations will be specified based on HAWS or Guardian.  
Tempering valves will be provided for emergency fixtures.  The combination 
shower/emergency eyewash station will include an oversized floor drain.   
 
Fume hoods will include water and gas services.  Compressed air and vacuum services will 
not be provided. 
 

Domestic Hot Water: An indirect, brazed-plate instantaneous water heater will be located 
in the boiler room.  Basis of design will be Aerco Smart Plate.  Water will be heated to and 
supplied at 120F .  Hot water temperature will be maintained at remote fixtures by forced 
recirculation.  A hot water circulation pump will be located in the new boiler room. 

Note:  Since boilers will be used for domestic water heating, boilers will either need to remain operational 
during summer months or domestic hot water will not be available at the fixtures in the addition.  Hot water 
for cleaning and upkeep during the summer can be obtained from the existing building, which operate natural 
gas fired water heaters. 
 
Fire Protection: The existing wet type fire protection system will be extended to serve the 
new addition.  The system will be  a full coverage, wet type, fire sprinkler protection system 
with fast reaction sprinkler heads in accordance with the latest requirements of NFPA 13.  
The need for fire hose standpipes is not anticipated. Sprinkler mains will not be routed above 
areas containing high value property susceptible to water damage, such as library areas, 
computer rooms, and administration areas.   
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10.2 Heating 
Preliminary heating load calculations estimate a gross building heating requirement of 
2,600,000 Btuh under design day conditions.  This estimate includes outside air ventilation 
requirements in accordance with ASHRAE guidelines. 
 

Central Plant: The central hydronic heating plant will consist of two identical, gas fired, 
high efficiency condensing boilers with sealed combustion and 20:1 turndown.  Each boiler 
will be sized for 70% of the gross heating load.  Basis of design for boilers will be Aerco 
Benchmark BMK2.0 with Aerco Control System boiler management system.  Boilers will be 
specified with condensate neutralization tubes.   
 

Heating System Arrangement: The boilers will be connected in a parallel arrangement.  
The main hydronic loop circulator pumps will each be sized for 100% system design flow 
and will be equipped with variable speed drive (VSD) controllers.  Hydronic system 
circulator pumps will be of the vertical in-line type.  Basis of design for hydronic pumps will 
be Grundfos.  Pumps for use with VSD's will be specified with premium efficiency motors. 
 
The main hydronic building heating loop supply temperature will vary following an 
adjustable reset schedule from 120 F to 160 F based on outside air temperature.  Supply 
temperature will be set at 120°F when outside temperature is at 60°F (Heating system start-
up temperature).  Reset temperature will ramp up linearly to 160 F and remain constant at 
outdoor temperatures less than or equal to 0°F. 
 
The hydronic system heating fluid will be water with corrosion inhibitor additives.  A 
secondary glycol heating loop will provide freeze protection to the air handling unit’s heating 
coils.  The system will consist of a water-to-glycol plate type heat exchanger, heat exchanger 
and glycol circulator pumps, an expansion tank, glycol make-up system and associated piping 
and valving.  The system will be located in the fan room. 
 
Small diameter hydronic piping (2-1/2" and smaller) will be Type L copper.  Larger diameter 
piping (3" and larger) will be schedule 40 welded black steel.  Steel hydronic pipe fittings 
with be flanged to minimize leakage. Aquatherm polypropylene Blue Pipe will be considered 
as an alternate pipe material during Design Development. 
 

Terminal Heating Units: Each zone will be controlled by a single duct variable air volume 
(VAV) terminal unit.  Each VAV terminal unit will include a separate duct mounted 
hydronic reheat coil to temper supply air to meet space heating requirements.  
 
Rooms with exterior walls and windows will also receive perimeter fintube with standard 
wall-to-wall steel enclosures or ceiling mounted radiant panels for additional heating 
capacity.  Radiant floor heating will be provided in the Media Center with dedicated 
circulator pumps. 
 
Cabinet unit heaters will be located in each entry vestibule.  Mechanical and electrical rooms 
and storage spaces with exterior walls will be heated with hydronic unit heaters. 
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10.3 Ventilation 

General System Arrangement: The building ventilation system will include a central air 
handling unit (AHU-4), located in a new second floor fan room, and a roof top unit (RTU-2) 
located on the roof above the Transportation Lab.  AHU-4 will serve the addition, except 
for the Transportation Lab.  RTU-2 will serve the Transportation Lab and associated storage 
areas. 
 

Central Air Handling Units (AHUs): Air handling unit AHU-4 will be configured in a 
draw through arrangement to include mixing box, "vee" filters, heating coil, section for a 
future direct expansion cooling coil, inlet plenum, dual plug fans for better turn-down 
capability and custom discharge plenum section.  Additional plenums will be placed between 
sections as needed to allow proper maintenance/cleaning access.  Fans will be equipped with 
variable speed drive (VSD) controllers.  Basis of design for central air handling unit will be 
Scott Springfield. 
 
Roof top unit RTU-2 will be configured in a draw through arrangement to include mixing 
box, "vee" filters, heating coil and fan section with downward discharge.  Basis of design for 
roof top unit will be McQuay. 
 

Supply Air: The central ventilation system will supply 55 F (+/-) air to each VAV terminal 
unit with duct mounted reheat coil. For zones requiring heat, reheat coil control valves will 
be modulated open to control supply air discharge temperature to between 55 F and 92 F.  
Supplying air at 55 F will allow different zones serviced by the same air handler to be in 
either cooling mode or heating mode at the same time.  For perimeter building zones which 
have reheat coils and perimeter fintube, the reheat coil and fintube control valves will 
modulate open and closed in parallel to maintain zone setpoint temperature. 
 

Variable Speed Fan Control: AHU fan speed will be modulated by its VSD controller 
based on duct static pressure.  As average VAV terminal air demand decreases, VAV 
dampers are modulated closed and duct static pressure increases above setpoint.  Fan speed 
is reduced until duct static pressure setpoint is reestablished. During periods of reduced 
heating and cooling demand, a reduction in fan speed reduces horsepower requirements and 
conserves energy. 
 

Zone Control: As zone temperature rises above setpoint, the VAV terminal unit damper 
modulates open to provide the necessary cooling air volume.  As zone temperature 
decreases, the VAV box damper throttles back the airflow to maintain setpoint.  A minimum 
air flow for the terminal unit is established based on indoor air quality requirements and 
minimum box turn-down.  As zone temperature decreases further, the zone thermostat will 
cause the VAV box reheat coil control valve to modulate open, raising supply air 
temperature and heating the zone to regain setpoint temperature.  During “Unoccupied 
Mode,” zone setpoint temperature is reduced (night setback) and cooling temperature 
setpoint is increased to further conserve energy. 
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Return/Relief Air: Air from the AHU-4 system will return back to the new fan room 
through an unducted return air plenum located above the ceilings.  Return air will enter the 
fan room through groups of return air silencers located in the fan room wall and floor.  
Once in the fan room, return air either reenters the air handling unit through the mixing box 
return air dampers and is returned to the building, or is relieved from the fan room through 
propeller type relief fans with associated relief dampers and wall louvers. Relief fans will be 
modulated with VSD controllers to maintain the fan room at slightly negative pressure (-0.1” 
WC).  This differential pressure provides the driving force which draws return air in from 
the unducted return air plenum.  
 
Air from the RTU-2 system will be relieved from the Transportation Lab through a wall 
mounted relief plenum with associated relief damper and wall louver.  
 

General Exhaust Air: Toilet rooms will have an exhaust system sized to provide between 8 
and 12 air changes per hour.  Local exhaust air will be provided for rooms with copy 
machines which will tie into the restroom general exhaust system.  Fan will operate 
continuously during the day and will be turned off at night. 
 
Janitor closets will be exhausted at approximately 8 air changes per hour with a continuously 
operating exhaust fan. 
 
General exhaust fans will be equipped with economical solid state speed controllers which 
allow required exhaust flow rates to be precisely “dialed in”. 
 

Acoustical Control: Mechanical systems will be designed and specified to keep mechanical 
noise levels in instructional and office areas to NC-35 or below.  The Media area will be 
designed for a target of NC-25.  Achievement of noise levels below NC-30 can quickly 
become expensive, so the implications of sound control will be explored more fully during 
Design Development. 
 
Sound attenuation will be provided at the air handling units and at the fan room walls/floor 
to control and minimize sound power levels at the noise source.  Fans will be spring isolated 
to reduce transmission of equipment vibration.  Attention will be paid to breakout 
transmissions and transmission radiated through the structure.  Thickened floor slabs and/or 
housekeeping pads will be provided to reduce vibration transmissions. 

 

10.4 Special Mechanical Systems 

Science Laboratory Room Ventilation: The two science laboratories and central science 
preparation room will be designed with a once through ventilation system (100 percent 
exhaust).  Each of the two science laboratories and the science preparation room zones will 
be designed for a minimum general ventilation rate of 4 air changes per hour with the 
additional built-in capacity for up to 10 air changes per hour as ventilation needs increase. 
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Supply air to each of the three spaces will be supplied by variable air volume terminal units 
with duct mounted reheat coils.  A dedicated general science exhaust fan will be provided for 
each of the spaces to exhaust the air from the building. 
 
Each exhaust duct will have an exhaust air valve “wired” to a dedicated DDC room pressure 
controller.  The room controller is designed to modulate supply air volume and exhaust air 
volume utilizing air valves to control zone temperature, negative pressure and exhaust rate.     
 
Each science laboratory will include a fume hood.  Each of the hoods will include a 
dedicated roof-mounted exhaust system supplied from the fume hood manufacturer.  Each 
fume hood exhaust duct will also incorporate an exhaust air valve “wired” to the associated 
room controller.    
 
Chemical/flammable storage cabinets will be connected to small dedicated exhaust fans 
which operate continuously to prevent fume buildup inside the cabinets. 
 

Transportation Lab Ventilation and Specialty Systems  
The roof top unit (RTU-2) serving the Transportation Lab will be a once-through, variable 
air volume ventilation system.  Air volume will vary depending on the occupancy and use of 
the space, as measured by CO2 and occupancy sensors.  Air will be relieved from the space 
through a wall-mounted relief louver with thermally isolated opposed blade control damper.  
Air curtain heaters will be provided above each overhead door to create a barrier between 
the outside air temperature and the space whenever the doors are open.  The air curtain 
heaters will be controlled to operate only when their respective door is open. During un-
occupied periods, the ventilation system will be shut down and the space heated with 
hydronic unit heaters.  
 
Displacement ventilation will be explored for this lab during Design Development.   
 
A dedicated exhaust system with flexible exhaust hose connections will be provided.  We will 
work with the MSB teaching staff during Design Development to determine what additional 
specialty exhaust systems will be required to support the curriculum.  
 
A compressed air system with vertical packaged air compressor and several point of use 
connection points will be provided throughout the laboratory area.  Hose reel connections 
will also be provided.  
 

Mechanical and Electrical Rooms  
A boiler room cooling fan will be included to maintain boiler room temperature below 80F 
(adjustable).  The fan will include a mixing box to temper outside air.  Excess air will relieve 
through a wall mounted relief plenum with associated relief damper and wall louver.  
Supplemental heating in the boiler room will be provided with hydronic unit heaters.  
 
An air-cooled split air conditioning unit will be provided to cool the IDF.  A cooling fan will 
transfer cooled air from the IDF into the electrical room to provide cooling for the electrical 
room.   
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Building Automation: The heating, ventilating and air-conditioning systems will be 
controlled using a direct digital control (DDC) building automation system (BAS) provided 
by Siemens Building Technology/Landis Division.  No Substitutions. 
 

Engineering Design Parameters: 

Location:  Wasilla, Alaska:  61 36' 45" N Latitude, 149 21' 30" W Longitude 
Elevation: 450 FT 
Outside Temperatures: 
 Winter (99.6% Design):  30oF 
 Spring/Fall (design max.):  65oF 
Inside Design Temperatures: 
 Winter:  72oF  2oF 
 Spring/Fall:  78oF* 
* Room temperatures of 78oF or warmer can be expected whenever outdoor temperatures 
exceed 65oF.  For optimum performance, mechanical refrigeration would be required.  As 
mechanical refrigeration is outside the recommendations of the Educational Design 
Specification, it is not included.  High temperatures should be encountered only during 
extremely warm days in May through September in areas which are fully occupied. 
 
Ventilation Rates: 
 Minimum ventilation rate:  4 air changes per hour (ACH) 
 Minimum outside air (OSA) requirement (IMC Table 403.3): 

  Media Center:  10 CFM/person + 0.12 CFM/SF 
  Classrooms:  10 CFM/person + 0.12 CFM/SF 
  Laboratories:  10 CFM/person + 0.18 CFM/SF  

   1.0 CFM exhaust/SF 
  Repair Garages:  0.75 CFM exhaust/SF 
  Conference Rooms: 5 CFM/person + 0.06 CFM/SF 
  Offices:   5 CFM/person + 0.06 CFM/SF 
  Corridors:  0.06 CFM/SF 
  Toilet Rooms:  70 CFM exhaust/water closet or urinal 

 
Codes and Standards 
Applicable Codes include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 International Building Code (IBC) 
 International Mechanical Code (IMC) 
 Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC) 
 International Fire Code (IFC) 
 National Electric Code (NEC) 

 
Applicable Standards include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 American National Standards Institute, ANSI 
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 American Society for Testing and Materials, ASTM 
 Underwriters Laboratory, UL 
 National Fire Codes and Standards, NFPA 
 American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers, ASHRAE 
 Duct Construction Standards, SMACNA 

 
Owner/Architect Furnished Mechanical and Electrical Design Standards: 

 Matanuska Susitna Borough School District Education Specification for Mat-Su Career & 
Technical HS Addition 2013 

 Matanuska Susitna Borough School District Facilities Design Criteria Manual (Current Edition) 
 
11. Electrical Design 

 
The Electrical Design will adhere to the requirements of the Educational Specifications and 
the MSBSD Facilities Design Criteria Manual 2012/2013.  Our staff will also work closely 
with the MAT-SU staff to solicit important input to the design. 

The following information outlines only key portions of the design and does not include all 
details or systems which will be addressed. 

Preliminary floor plan arrangements for the main electrical and telecommunications spaces 
have been prepared based on preliminary load calculations and equipment requirements.  
Additionally, preliminary one-line diagrams have been completed for the power and telecom 
electrical systems. 

Electrical system concepts, requirements and schematic design features are further described 
in the individual system narratives below.  Special considerations for selected specific rooms 
may also be found within the system narratives. 

 

11.1 Basic Materials and Methods 
 
Conduit approved for use on this project will be of the following types: 
 

 Galvanized rigid steel conduit - GRC 
 Intermediate metal conduit - IMC 
 Rigid copper-free aluminum conduit 
 Electrical metallic tubing - EMT 
 Schedule 40, polyvinyl chloride conduit - PVC (underslab only) 
 Flexible metallic conduit - FC 
 Liquid-tight flexible metallic conduit - LFC 
 Types specifically identified on the drawings or in the specifications 

 
All conductors will be copper. Indoor conductors will have Type THHN/THWN 
insulation.  Outdoor conductors will have Type XHHW or XHHW-2 insulation. 
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Panelboard assemblies will be enclosed in steel cabinets.  The panelboard interior assembly 
will be dead front with panelboard front removed.   
 
Panelboards will typically be sized as shown in the attached one-line diagram. 
 
Spare conduits will be stubbed into accessible ceiling space from all flush mounted panels. 
 
Molded case circuit breakers will be suitable for individual as well as panelboard mounting.  
Bolt-in type only.  No breakers designated "plug-on" type. 
 
All motors will conform to the governing NEMA Standards and ASA Form C-50 for 
rotating machinery.  High efficiency electric motors will be specified for energy 
conservation.  Solid-state or variable-speed motor starters will be examined during the design 
and included where we feel it is appropriate. 
 
H.O.A. switches and pilot lights will be provided for all starters for interface to the building 
automation system. 
 
All device faceplates will be stainless steel. 
 
All power wiring will be in raceways. 
 
All service, feeder and branch circuit conductors throughout the project secondary electrical 
system will be color coded per NEC and the school district standards. 
 
Equipment identification will be provided as specified in the MSBSD Facility Design Criteria 
Manual. 

 

11.2 Electrical Service and Distribution 
 
Main Distribution:  The building addition will be served from the existing 2000A, 
480Y/277 volt, 3 phase, 4 wire service entrance provided by Matanuska Electric Association 
(MEA).  The original building electrical service equipment was designed with 50 percent 
spare capacity in preparation for a building addition.  Historical electrical demand records 
show that the existing building demand has not exceeded 248kW (298A) for the past 12 
months.  The new addition is expected to require approximately 371kVA (447A) which is 
within the existing service capacity.  Conduits will be routed overhead from the existing 
Main Electrical Room to a distribution panel in the new satellite electrical room in the 
building addition.  Distribution transformers will be provided to serve the 208Y/120 volt 
loads.  Refer to the attached electrical one-line diagram for distribution and system details.   
 
All switchboards and panelboards will be Square D per the MSBSD Facilities Design Criteria 
Manual and to match the existing building. 
 
Power Monitoring: Square D circuit monitor technology will be provided on the main 
circuit breaker and on the standby distribution panel. 
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Panelboard distribution:  Branch circuit distribution panels will be provided strategically 
throughout the new addition to minimize branch circuit lengths.  Refer to attached floor 
plans for proposed panel locations. 
 
On-site Generation System:  The new addition will utilize the existing 200kW, Level 1, 
Type 10, Class 2, emergency generator which is supplying emergency and standby loads for 
the existing building.  During the design development phase, the generator distribution panel 
load will be measured for 30 days to determine the existing load and available spare capacity 
for the new addition.  The new addition load will include emergency lighting, freeze 
protection, and loads specifically required by MSBSD.  If additional loads are requested, an 
additional generator may be required.  Generator loading will be verified during the design 
development phase. 
 
Emergency and Standby Panels: The emergency distribution system will be extended to a 
branch panelboard in the new addition for supplying the emergency egress lighting, new fire 
alarm panel and other designated loads in accordance with Article 700 of the National 
Electrical Code (NEC).  The standby distribution system will also be extended to a new 
standby distribution panel for designated loads, such as building freeze protection heating, to 
connect to the on-site generator in accordance with Article 702 of the NEC. Generator 
power will be provided to other systems as determined during design (based on design 
requirements and/or Owner preferences).  See the electrical one-line diagram for additional 
details. 
 
A readily accessible emergency-power-off button will be provided in the shop rooms to shut 
off power to all of the equipment. 
 
Power connections will be provided to mechanical equipment as well.  See Division 15 
drawings and schedules for sizes, quantities and location of mechanical equipment. 
 
Heat trace is anticipated to be installed in the roof drain lines in support of the Division 15 
and Civil designs. 
 
Head bolt heaters are not anticipated for this project. 
 

11.3 Lighting Systems 
 
Lighting will be furnished in accordance with the IES Lighting Handbook, 9th Edition, and 
the current State of Alaska regulations administered by DEC. 
 
To provide continuity between the existing building and the new addition, similar lighting 
fixtures will be used in spaces such as hallways, classrooms, and offices.  In spaces where 
new technologies or changes to space programming require a different solution, new lighting 
schemes will be provided. 
 
Site Lighting: 
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Lighting will be furnished in accordance with the IES Lighting Handbook, 9th Edition, and 
the current State of Alaska regulations administered by DEC.  The exterior lighting will be 
comprised of 30 foot poles with single or double light fixture configurations.  It will be 
designed to meet current school district standards and to support the site configuration.  No 
sport field lighting is anticipated.  Exterior fixtures, supports and pole assemblies will be 
specified to be capable of withstanding 110 mph winds with 143 mph gusts with no damage.  
The existing and new light poles will be the same style and color to provide continuity 
between the new and existing sites.  The existing site lighting is high pressure sodium.  The 
portion of the site that is being remodeled for the new addition will utilize LED lamps for 
improved energy efficiency.  The difference in color temperature will be used as a learning 
opportunity for students in regard to energy saving awareness. 
 
Interior Lighting: 
Lighting in classrooms and academic areas (unless otherwise noted) will be lensed 3 lamp 
fluorescent grid troffers.  The lighting will be laid out to meet an average 40-50 foot-candle 
level and will be switched from a bank of two switches to provide uniform multi-level 
lighting.  Selected fluorescent fixtures in each classroom will be connected to the generator 
to allow productivity during power outage conditions.  Under normal circumstances the 
fixtures will be switched along with the other classroom fixtures, but during a power failure 
the emergency and/or standby fixtures will fail "ON". 
 
Lighting in shop areas and labs will be suspended lensed 4-lamp fluorescent fixtures.  The 
lighting will be laid out to meet an average foot-candle level meeting the program 
requirement for that space and will be switched from a bank of two switches to provide 
uniform multilevel lighting.  Selected fluorescent fixtures in each lab will be connected to the 
generator to allow productivity during power outage conditions.  Under normal 
circumstances the fixtures will be switched along with the other classroom fixtures, but 
during a power failure the emergency and/or standby fixtures will fail "ON". 
 
The Media Center lighting design will take advantage of the generous amount of natural light 
in the space while providing a smooth transition from daytime to nighttime operations.  
Indirect lighting will be utilized to soften and warm the appearance of the space while 
providing sufficient illuminance levels to meet general lighting requirements.  Linear 
fluorescent lighting will provide the 6-to-1 maximum to minimum ratio necessary to meet 
vertical illumination levels necessary if there are stacks.  In addition, pendant fixtures and 
task lighting will be located as appropriate over reading tables and computer desk areas to 
provide the light levels suitable for each individual area.  Lighting control in this room will 
encompass multiple lighting zones, and incorporate daylighting where appropriate.  Switches 
will be key switches or will be located in areas occupied by facility staff.   
 
Lighting in the administration area and other offices will be provided with the same type of 
fixtures and illuminated at the same level as the classrooms.  The switching will be designed 
to meet the individual room or area need.  Multi-level switching will be provided to allow 
uniform multi-level lighting in offices and other areas as determined during design. 
 
Selected fixtures in the corridors will be "nightlights" and will be connected to the 
emergency distribution system to meet emergency egress lighting requirements.  Other 
emergency fixtures will be located in egress pathways throughout the new addition.  In 
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addition to the emergency lighting, standby lighting fixtures will be provided in bathrooms, 
academic areas, assembly areas, mechanical rooms, electrical rooms, assembly areas, and 
other areas as determined during design.  The facility will be designed to be a dark facility 
(no lights on) during off hours in accordance with district methodology. 
 
The lighting fixtures will be circuited to facilitate connection to the existing Energy 
Management Control System (EMCS).  This will allow selected lighting circuits, site lighting, 
or area lighting circuits to be switched off/on by the EMCS (under program control or when 
a Fire/Security Alarm is received).  This will also allow common area lighting to be reduced 
during class sessions. 
 
High efficiency electronic ballasts will be used.  Extraneous ballasts will be minimized as 
follows:  A typical 3-lamp fluorescent lighting fixture has one 2-lamp ballast and one single 
lamp ballast (to provide for multi-level switching).  Tandem wired fixtures eliminate the 
single lamp ballasts and replace them with one-half as many two lamp ballasts which are 
shared between two fixtures.  Half the fixtures will have two 2-lamp ballasts and half will 
have one 2-lamp ballast.  Cost savings are realized in the initial installation due to reduced 
ballast costs and reduced installation costs. 
 
Occupancy sensors and daylight sensors will be utilized in key areas to automatically control 
fixtures and realize power savings. 
 
LED lighting will be utilized in recessed downlight applications and other at locations where 
cost is approximately equivalent to fluorescent or compact fluorescent alternatives and meets 
the needs of the space better than the alternative. 
 
Lenses for recessed fluorescent fixtures will be 100 percent virgin acrylic with a nominal 
thickness of 0.125". 
 
Fluorescent lamps will be T8 RE841 or T5HO RE841 type with high color rendering and 
4100 degree K color temperature. 
 

11.4 Special Electrical Systems 
 
Integrated Fire and Security Alarm System:  The existing fire alarm and security headend 
system will be utilized for the proposed new addition. Fire alarm signaling line circuits (SLC) 
for addressable detection and initiation devices, and notification appliance circuits (NAC) 
will be extended from the exiting building into the new addition.  
 
A battery backed booster panel will be provided in the new Intermediate Distribution Frame 
(IDF) room for additional power to new devices as required.  Security circuits for first floor 
glass breaks, door contacts and first and second floor motion detection will be extended 
from the existing security headend into the new addition. 
 
All wiring will be in accordance with Article 760 of the National Electrical Code and local 
electrical codes.  All wiring will be in raceways.  
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Alarms will be annunciated at the fire alarm annunciator panel located in the main entry.  An 
updated complete building floor plan showing all alarm zones oriented to the physical 
location of the panel including "You Are Here" notation will be provided at the annunciator 
location. 
 
Manual pull stations will be provided at every exit from every level and additional pull 
stations will be provided as required to ensure the travel distance to the nearest pull station 
does not exceed 200 feet per the International Fire Code.  
 
Both audible and visual alarms will be provided throughout the school to meet the 
requirements of the International Fire Code and Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) 
requirements.  Audio-visual horn/strobe units with combination horn and flashing alarm 
strobe will be used. 
 
Smoke and heat detection will not be provided except as noted below:  
 

 Smoke detectors will be installed in mechanical return air ducts in accordance with International 
Mechanical Code (IMC) requirements. 

 Area and spot smoke detectors to control combination Fire Smoke Dampers will be installed per the 
IBC and IFC requirements. 

 Smoke detection will be provided in corridors and bathrooms. 
 Heat detection will be provided in entry vestibules and the boiler room. 

 
Air handling units will be shut down and smoke/fire dampers will close upon fire alarm. 
 
Remote reporting of the security system will be provided as an extension to the existing 
building. 
 
Detection:  Door contacts will be provided on all exterior doors.  Passive infrared motion 
detectors will be provided in corridors and other areas determined during design to detect 
entry into building.  Glass breakage detectors will be provided in all areas with exterior glass 
at ground level. 
 
Access Control and Emergency Lockdown - A new access control system was recently 
implemented at this school. The existing access control panel will be utilized to connect the 
new devices provided under this project. Exterior doors will be provided with card readers, 
lockdown pushbuttons, door contacts, and electrified locking door hardware with integral 
request to exit monitoring that matches the security upgrade. Lockdown pushbuttons will be 
provided to supplement the existing building system and will be integrated with the existing 
lockdown system.  During an emergency situation all doors on the access control system will 
be automatically locked. Strobes will be located as directed by MSBSD,  lockdown strobes 
will be activated and a pre-recorded emergency message will be sent out over the intercom 
system. It is recommended that the design team and owner discuss a situation where the fire 
alarm system is used to unlock the doors during a lockdown situation. 
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Television System:  The school has an existing CATV system in place.  The current intent 
is to match the existing system in the new portion of the school (see following paragraphs), 
this will be confirmed during the SD review meetings with the owner. 
 
Circuits will be extended from the existing system into the new addition.  New system 
components will include amplifiers, mixers splitters, outlets, conduit, cable, fittings and all 
accessories required to provide a complete operating system. 
 
An outlet will be provided at the location of all TV wall brackets in the classrooms. Select 
locations will have a second outlet at standard receptacle height, in addition to the one at the 
TV wall bracket, to allow for the connection of a VCR or video camera.  Standard RCA 
jacks will also be provided adjacent to the TV outlets in these locations to allow flexibility 
for connection of other audio/video sources to the TV system.  
 
CCTV Video Surveillance System:  New IP cameras will be connected to the existing  
video surveillance system .The system will consist of the following features (MSBSD 
confirmation required): 
 

 All cameras will be "fixed" only (no pan/tilt/zoom capabilities).  The cameras will be IP network 
cameras.  

 A limited number of cameras in key outdoor locations where justifiable due to high incidences of 
violence and/or vandalism will be provided.  Locations to be determined during the design 
development phase. 

 Cameras will connect back to the new IDF room using standard telecom cabling routed in conduit or 
cable tray.  

 Dedicated patch panels will be provided for the CCTV system to establish clear system separation, 
and owner furnished, contractor installed (OFCI) dedicated switches will be installed to 
provided a dedicated network for the surveillance system. 

 
Telephone/Data System:  Backbone fiber optical cable for digital data and backbone 
copper category 3 cabling for analog applications such as fax, etc., will be routed from the 
existing Main Distribution Frame (MDF) room to the new IDF room in 4 inch conduit, 
refer to sheet E003 for additional information. 
 
Standards:  The building will be designed to EIA/TIA Enhanced Category 6A network 
performance using unshielded, twisted pair products.  The system will be in accordance with 
the latest EIA/TIA standards for telecommunication.  The facility will be wired with a 
uniform cabling plan-- all of the telecommunication wiring will be specified around the same 
manufacturer as the existing building. 
 
Overview:  The system will include outlets, conduit, cable trays, cables, terminations, 
specifying test documentation and other "passive" components.  Telecommunication cabling 
will be run in conduit or cable tray. 
 
Intermediate Distribution Frame (IDF):  The new IDF room will be located on the first 
floor of the new addition, refer to sheet E001 for additional information. The IDF will 
contain the following: 
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 Data and Voice modular patch panels 
 Fiber Optic Data Network distribution panel 
 Data Network equipment (owner provided) 

 
Cable Tray:  A cable tray system will be provided for the telecommunication and low voltage 
systems cabling.  Cable tray will be provided to serve the various areas of the facility and 
provide pathway back to the IDF.   
 
Conduit will be provided from the devices (telecommunication outlets, television outlets, 
intercom device, etc.) to the cable tray. 
 
Telecommunication Outlet Locations:  Telecommunication outlets will be provided per the 
Educational Specifications and MSBSD standards.  Exact locations will be coordinated with 
the school district. 
 
Intercom System:  New intercom devices i.e. call switches, handsets, speakers, and clocks 
will be connected back to the existing intercom System heandend equipment. 
 
Classrooms in the project area will have new flush mounted integral speaker/clock units.  
Speakers will distribute voice/program/class change tone.  Call / privacy toggle switches will 
be used in all areas requiring call-in provisions.  In addition, an intercom handset will be 
provided in each classroom requiring access to outside phone lines.  The intercom handset 
will be a non-proprietary type phone handset that will be furnished by MSBSD and installed 
by the Contractor.  The handset will use the telecommunications cabling to connect to the 
intercom headend and allow outside phone line access via the intercom headend. 
 
Digital clocks will be utilized, which provide numerous advantages over sweep-hand clocks 
such as low maintenance, lower cost, easier installation and freedom from synchronization 
problems associated with sweep hand clocks.   The existing clock master supports schedules 
and multiple timing sequences.  Classroom clocks will receive timing from the master clock. 
 
Corridors, lavatories, building exterior areas, etc., will have speakers without call-in 
provisions.  These speakers will distribute all system tones, programs, and announcements. 
 
Technology Equipment: 
 
Typical classrooms will be designed with an interactive white board with a multimedia 
projector on an integral swing-arm.  An interface will be provided to input audio and video 
signals (including TV) to the multi-media projector.  These signals will include unbalanced 
audio, composite video, computer audio input, computer video RGB, and HDMI.  This will 
allow VCR, DVD, or cable programs to be displayed via the multi-media projector.  In 
addition, it will be possible to project computer generated slide shows or presentations by 
connecting the computer to the RGB input at the multi-media interface box.  Audio signal 
from each source will be amplified and distributed to PA speakers located in the space via a 
Front Row Pro sound system. 
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Control of source inputs and audio levels will be provided via a simple wall mounted device 
with intuitive controls that utilize easily programmable IR wired to the projector.  
 
Distance learning equipment (cameras) will be provided for one science room and one 
regular classroom. 
 
A document camera will be provided in all classrooms, science rooms, and the natural 
resources lab. 
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Room Area Schedule
ROOM NO. ROOM NAME NET S.F.

1104 MEDIA 3292 SF
1105 CORR 1801 SF
1106 OFF / WORK 415 SF
1107 CORR 828 SF
1108 CLASS 792 SF
1109 SCIENCE 1152 SF
1110 PREP 367 SF
1111 SCIENCE 1182 SF
1112 VEST 56 SF
1113 N. R. LAB 1573 SF
1114 FLEX 787 SF
1115 TEST 769 SF
1116 FLEX 764 SF
1117 OFFICE 197 SF
1118 STOR 197 SF
1119 CLASS 790 SF
1120 BOILER 496 SF
1121 ELEC 102 SF
1122 IDF 100 SF
1123 STOR 100 SF
1124 VEST 56 SF
1125 TRANSPORTATION LAB 4790 SF
1126 MEN 321 SF
1127 JAN 54 SF
1128 WOMEN 322 SF
2201 CORR 868 SF
2202 CORR 1683 SF
2203 HUMAN SERVICES 993 SF
2204 STOR 242 SF
2205 OFFICE 221 SF
2206 FLEX 718 SF
2207 CLASS 805 SF
2208 ED CLASS 999 SF
2209 VEST 48 SF
2210 FAN 1601 SF
2211 COMP 25 SF
2212 MEN 321 SF
2213 JAN 54 SF
2214 WOMEN 322 SF
2214 OUTDOOR CLASSROOM 785 SF
ST1 STAIR 1 265 SF
ST2 STAIR 2 331 SF
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CTHS Expansion Design Schedule and Task List

A Schematic Design A1 SD Development Phase ALL A/E 9/17/2013 ‐ 11/6/2013
A2 SD Floor Plans backgrounds distributed to consultants MCG 9/17/2013
A3 SD check set ‐ Drawings ALL A/E 10/1/2013

SD Submittal A4 SD Submittal to MSB and Estimations ALL A/E 10/8/2013
A5 SD Review Meeting w/ cost estimate MCG/MSB 10/22/2013
A6 FE&E Work Shop MCG/MSB/SBI 10/23/2013
A7 SD Refinement for SB Presentation ALL A/E 10/24/2013 ‐ 11/5/2013

Presentation Approval A8 MSB Assembly Presentation w/ cost estimate MCG/MSB 11/5/2013
Presentation Approval A9 MSB School Board Presentation w/ cost estimate MCG/MSB 11/6/2013

B Design Development B1 DD Development Phase ALL A/E 11/7/2013 ‐ 1/8/2014
B2 MSB NTP for DD Phase MSB 11/7/2013
B3 Coordination Meetings by Discipline 11/8/2013
B7 DD check set ‐ drawings / prelim specs ALL A/E 11/20/2013
B8 DD Drawings to Estimator Estimations/MCG 11/22/2013
B9 Preliminary DD Cost Estimate for Review Estimations/MCG 12/13/2013
B10 Cost Estimate Review and Adjustments ALL A/E 12/16/2013 ‐ 12/18/2013
B11 Submit DD Docs to MCG ALL A/E 12/19/2013

DD Submittal B12 DD Submittal to MSB and Estimations ALL A/E 12/20/2013

B13 Cost Estimate Distribution and Review MCG/MSB + ALL A/E 1/6/2014 ‐ 1/8/2014

C Construction Documents C1 CD Development Phase ALL A/E 1/10/2014 ‐ 3/22/2014

C2 MSB NTP for CD Phase MSB 1/10/2014

C3 Coordination Meetings by Discipline 1/13/2014

C4 Interior / FF&E Review Meeting with BDC MCG/MSB/SBI 1/15/2014

C5 CD check set ‐ drawings / specs ALL A/E 1/24/2014

CD Cost Estimate Submittal C6 Preliminary CD Cost Estimate for Review Estimations/MCG 2/7/2014

C7 Cost Estimate Review and Adjustments ALL A/E 2/10/2014 ‐ 2/12/2014

C8 Submit CD Docs to MCG ALL A/E 2/14/2014

CD Submittal C9 99% CD Submittal to MSB / Permit Set to Fire Marshall ALL A/E 2/20/2014

D Bidding and Construction D1 Bid Docs to MSB ALL A/E 3/3/2014

D2 MSB Bid Project MSB 3/7/2014

D3 Contract Award MSB 4/4/2014

Construction

Page E 1 
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Design Team 
 

Owner  Matanuska- Susitna Borough 
Robert Scott, Project Manager 

   Email: Robert.Scott@matsugov.us 
 
   Address: 501 N Gulkana St, Palmer, AK 99645 
   Phone: (907) 745-9809 

Web: http://www.matsuk12.us 
 

Architectural   McCool Carlson Green 
John Weir, Principal Architect  
Email: jweir@mcgalaska.com  
 
Michael Carlson, Educational Planner 
Email: carlson@mcgalaska.com 
 
Jason Gamache, Project Architect 
Email: jgamache@mcgalaska.com 
 
Address: 421 W 1st Ave #300, Anchorage, AK 99501 
Phone: (907) 563-8474 
Web: www.mcgalaska.com 

 
Civil     PND Engineers Inc 

Steve Lewis, Civil Engineer 
Email: slewis@ pndengineers.com 
 
Address: 1506 W 36th Ave, Anchorage, AK 99503 
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   Web: www.pndengineers.com 
 
Landscape  Corvus Design 

Kevin Doniere, Landscape Architect 
Email: kdoniere@corvus-design.com 
 
Address: 2506 Fairbanks St., Unit B, Anchorage, AK 99503 
Phone: (907) 222-2859 
Web: www.corvus-design.com 



   

 
Structural  PND Engineers Inc 

Jesse Gobeli, Structural Engineer  
Email: jgobeli@pndengineers.com 
Address: 1506 W 36th Ave, Anchorage, AK 99503 
Phone: (907) 561-1011 
Web: www.pndengineers.com 

 
Mechanical  AMC Engineers 

Dave Shumway, Mechanical Engineer 
Email: dshum@amc-engineers.com 
Address: 701 E Tudor Rd #250, Anchorage, AK 99503 
Phone: (907) 257-9100 
Web: www.amc-engineers.com 

 
Electrical  AMC Engineers 

Keith Confer, Electrical Engineer 
Email: kconf@amc-engineers.com 
Address: 701 E Tudor Rd #250, Anchorage, AK 99503 
Phone: (907) 257-9100 
Web: www.amc-engineers.com 

 
CTE Planning thinkSMART planning, inc.  
   Molly Smith, CTE Planner 
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Address: 1402 West Pepper Place, Mesa, AZ 85201 
   Phone: (602) 819-1629  

Web: www.thinksmartplan.com 
 

Food Service Stafford Design Group 
Tim Stafford, Food Service Consultant  
Email: TStafford@stafforddesigngroup.com  
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Phone: (408) 559-9901 

   Web: www.stafforddesigngroup.com 
 
Cost Estimating  Estimations, Inc. 

Jay Lavoie, Cost Estimator  
Email: jay@estimations.com 
 
Address: 1225 Airport Maint. Rd, Anchorage, AK 99518 
Phone: (907) 561-0790 
Email: jay@estimations.com 
Web: www.estimations.com 
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SECTION 00010 

MSB CAREER TECH HIGH SCHOOL ADDITION 

McCOOL CARLSON GREEN ARCHITECTS 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

 

 

PROCURMENT AND CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS 

DIVISION 00 Matanuska Susitna Borough (By Owner)  

 

SPECIFICATIONS 

DIVISION 0I - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

01110 Summary of Work 

01230 Alternates 

01310 Project Management 

01320 Construction Progress 

01330 Submittal Procedures 

01400 Quality Requirements 

01419 References 

01500 Temporary Facilities and Controls 

01600 Product Requirements 

01700 Execution Requirements 

01732 Selective Demolition 

01770 Project Closeout 

01782 Operation and Maintenance Data 

01783 Project Record Drawings 

01790 Demonstration and Training 

 

 

DIVISION 02 - SITE CONSTRUCTION 

02230 Site Clearing  

02417 Building Demolition 

02418 Selective Building Demolition 

02455  Pile Foundations  

02810 Irrigation System (normally by Landscape Architect)  

02820 Chain Link Fencing 

02900 Planting (normally by Landscape Architect  
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DIVISION 03 - CONCRETE 

03300 Cast-in-Place Concrete 

 

DIVISION 04 – MASONRY (NOT USED) 

 

DIVISION 05 - METALS 

05121 Structural Steel 

05125 Buckling Restrained Braces 

05210 Steel Joists 

05310 Steel Deck 

05400 Cold Formed Metal Framing 

 

DIVISION 06 - WOOD AND PLASTICS 

06100 Rough Carpentry 

06230 Finish Carpentry and Architectural Woodwork 

06411 Laminate Faced Cabinets 

06831 Fiber Reinforced Plastic Panels 

 

DIVISION 07 - THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION 

07110 Dampproofing 

07143 Fluid Applied Floor Waterproofing 

07210 Thermal Insulation 

07260 Vapor Retarders 

07270  Air Barriers 

07421 Profiled Metal Siding and Soffit Panels 

07422 Metal Plate Wall Panels 

07423 Metal Wall Panels 

07532 Adhered EPDM Roofing System  

07620 Flashing and Trim 

07723 Roof Hatches 

07840 Firestopping 

07900 Expansion and Seismic Joint Cover Assemblies 

07920 Joint Sealants 

 

DIVISION 08 - DOORS AND WINDOWS 

08110 Steel Doors and Frames 

08161 Fiberglass Doors and Frames  
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08310 Access Doors 

08331 Overhead Coiling Counter Doors 

08332 Overhead Coiling Doors 

08361 Overhead Sectional Doors 

08441 Fire Resistant Windows  

08440 Glazed Curtain and Window Walls 

08541 Fiberglass Windows 

08710 Door Hardware 

08800 Glazing 

08831 Mirror Glazing 

 

DIVISION 09 - FINISHES 

09060 Approved Finish Colors and Textures 

09211 Gypsum and Cement Board Assemblies 

09240 Portland Cement Plaster (Stucco) 

09300 Ceramic Tile 

09510 Acoustical Ceiling Systems 

09650 Resilient Flooring 

09688 Carpet 

09721 Tackable Wall Covering 

09845 Acoustical Wall and Ceiling Treatment 

09910 Painting 

 

DIVISION 10 - SPECIALTIES 

10111 Markerboards and Tackboards 

10140 Signage 

10211 Plastic Toilet Compartments 

10222 Operable Partitions 

10261 Wall and Corner Guards 

10280 Toilet Accessories 

10441 Fire Extinguishers 

10501 Chemical Storage Cabinets 

10510 Lockers 

 

DIVISION 11 - EQUIPMENT 

11521 Projection Screens 
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12500 Systems Furniture 

 

DIVISION 13 - SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION 

13080 Vibration and Seismic Control 
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DIVISION 15 - MECHANICAL 

15010 - Mechanical General Requirements 

15060 - Hangers and Supports 

15075 - Mechanical Identification 
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15130 - Motors 

15140 - Domestic Water Piping and Specialties 

15150 - Waste and Vent Piping and Specialties 

15181 - Hydronic Piping and Specialties 

15182 - HVAC Pumps 

15191 - Fuel Gas Piping 

15211 - Compressed Air Systems 
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15300 - Fire Suppression  

15400 - Plumbing Fixtures 

15513 - Condensing Boilers and Accessories (Aerco) 

15721 - Central Air Handling Units 

15732 - Rooftop Air Handling Units 

15732 - Packaged Air-Conditioning Units (Telecom Room) 

15760 - Terminal Heating and Cooling Units 

15771 - Radiant Floor Heating Equipment 

15772 - Snow Melting Equipment 

15810 - Ducts 

15815 - Duct Cleaning 

15820 - Duct Accessories 

15830 - Fans 

15835 - Industrial Ventilation Equipment 
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15840 - Air Terminal Units 

15850 - Air Outlets and Inlets 

15860 - Air Cleaning Devices 

15872 - Laboratory Ventilation Systems 

15900 - Building Automation System 

15910 - Building Automation System Field Devices 

15915 - Variable Speed Drives 

15940 - Sequence of Operations 
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DIVISION 16 - ELECTRICAL 

16010 - Electrical General Requirements 

16050 - Basic Materials and Methods 

16111 - Conduit and Fittings 

16112 - Surface Raceways 

16115 - Cable Pathway Support 

16120 - Wire and Cable 

16131 - Outlet Boxes 

16132 - Pull and Junction Boxes 

16140 - Wiring Devices 

16190 - Supporting Devices 

16425 - Distribution Switchboards 

16440 - Disconnects 

16450 - Grounding 

16460 - Secondary Transformers 

16470 - Panelboards 

16471 - Surge Protective Devices (SPDs) 

16475 - Overcurrent Protective Devices 

16485 - Motor Starters 

16487 - Contactors 

16500 - Lighting Fixtures 

16501 - Lamps, Ballasts, Accessories 

16665 - Hearing Impaired Audio System 

16723 - Addressable Integrated Fire Alarm/Security System 

16745 - Telecommunications Distribution System 

16747 - Telecommunications Optical Fiber Distribution 

16760 - Intercom System 
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16787 - Technology Education Equipment 
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16995 - Electrical Commissioning 
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Educational Specifications        
Mat-Su Career and 
Technical High School 
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                   Mat-Su School District     

 
 



 

1.0 Introduction/ Project Goals  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

  

 

Project goals guide the overall 

design of the high school; all  

decisions regarding size, 

configuration, and details should 

be tested to ensure they meet 

this overall vision. 
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1.0 Introduction/ Project Goals 
 
The following section describes the Matanuska Susitna Borough, school district beliefs and goals, 
the project background and history, and the project rationale for the newest addition. 

 
The Community 

Description of Borough and School District  

The Matanuska Susitna Borough School District is now home to 44 schools (eight more than in 
2005) ranging in enrollments from 32 to more than 1,000 students.  With the district enrollment of 
approximately 17,300 students, Mat-Su is the second largest school district in Alaska and will in 
2013 start to add a new JR/HS and a new Elementary School.  Our educational facilities include 18 
elementary schools, 5 middle schools, 5 comprehensive high schools, 3 alternative schools, a 
correspondence/home school program, 2 K-12 schools, 1 Day School and 5 charter schools.  
 

School  District’s Beliefs and Goals 
 
The beliefs and goals of the Mat-Su Borough School District (from District web-site) are as follows: 

Bel iefs :  

• All students can learn.   

• There are no limits to what students can do.  

• Higher expectations yield higher results.  

• Graduates will fulfill their roles in our diverse and democratic society.  

• Students have a right to a safe learning environment.   

• Caring adults are necessary for the total education of a student.  

• Family involvement enhances a student's education.  

• Community support is an integral part of public education.  

• The best interest of students drives decisions.  

• Better decisions are made when stakeholders participate in the process.  

• Comprehensive education includes more that basic literacy. 

Goals:  

• We will develop "professional learning communities" within all schools.  

• We will prioritize district resources to support student learning.  

• We will provide professional staff development that promotes continuous student growth. 
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In the wider context of the School District’s believes and goals, the mission of career and technical 
education for the District is as follows: 

 
Career/Technical Education will provide Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District youth with 
technical skills, knowledge, and attitudes necessary for successful performance in a globally 
competitive workplace and society.  Career/Technical Education will: 

1. Provide opportunities for all students to explore potential careers and all aspects of the 
industry. 

2. Prepare students for entrance into the workforce with marketable skills. 
3. Create a foundation for post-secondary training and learning. 
4. Connect academic and vocational skills. 
5. Promote business, industry, and community involvement. 
6. Result in self-sufficient, productive citizens and family members 

 

Planning Context for the Mat-Su Career Center 

The MSBSD Career and Technical Education program has had a long-standing reputation for 
excellence in the State of Alaska.  The program has been guided by the development of a four-
year plan which was approved by the District wide Career and Technical Advisory Board.  This 
board consists of instructors, business and industry, labor, parents, and postsecondary 
stakeholders that represent their constituencies.  There are twelve individual program area 
advisory boards that meet to guide programs and curriculum that are represented on the district-
wide board. 
 
These groups have been working together to make the career and technical education programs 
up to date, rigorous, student-centered and needs driven. The elements of Phase I of this plan 
consisted of good conversations, industry focus groups, and development of advisory boards, 
curriculum design, building school/business partnerships, career pathways, and tech prep 
programs.   
 
Phase 1.5 consisted of the development and nurturing of true partnerships, workforce and 
economic development links, authentic learning and assessment, and extended tech prep 
agreements. District-wide career pathway programs were implemented in Welding Technology, 
Automotive Services Technology, Human Services, Hospitality and Tourism, Power Equipment 
Technology, Construction Trades Technology, Health Sciences, Information Technology and 
Agriculture and Natural Resources.  
 
 In Fall 04 the bond for a new career and technical facility passed.  
 
Phase II was the expansion of existing programs and implementation of new programs and the 
planning of a new career and technical facility: the Mat-Su Career and Technical High School.  In 
Fall 04 and Spring 05 program building specification committees met to develop the Educational 
Specifications for the career and technical center.  
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In 2011, voters approved a bond for the Phase III addition that will add additional capacity to the 
school.  Design of this wing will follow the same current award-winning education design.  It should 
be a building that teaches; that is, architecture and structural components should be exposed and 
in plain view.  This allows for show and tell materials for student learning. 
 
 

Designing Phase III: Mat-Su Career & Technical HS 

Design Group 

 
The Design Group played the central role in providing input regarding the recommendations 
described in this report.  The design group was led by Ray DePriest, Director of Career and 
Technical Education for the Mat-Su Borough School District, with: (1) attending and actively 
participating in all of the Design Group meetings, (2) making recommendations on all elements of 
the initial Learning Plan, and (3) interacting with others in the school district and community about 
the emerging Learning Plan recommendations.  The Design Group was made up of the following 
individuals: 

 
 Ray DePriest, MSBSD Director Career & Technical Education 
 Don Carney, MSBSD Asst. Director OPM/Facilities Coordinator 
 Mark Okeson, Principal Career & Technical High School 
 Trish Zugg, MSBSD Career & Technical Education Instructor 
 Mitch Rausa, MSBSD Foreman Operations Maintenance 
 Dave Anderton, MSBSD Director Operations Maintenance 

 

Project  Rat ionale  

  
The Mat-Su Career and Technical High School’s Phase III addition seeks to maximize both 
pathway offerings and classroom space.  A minimum of 10-12 classrooms will be needed in this 
new addition.  Open visibility and wide hallways with locker space are also of paramount 
importance. The addition will be constructed keeping in line with the current learning signature and 
education design deployed in prior Learning Plan for the current building: Phase II construction. 
  
In its current state, CTHS is clearly short of classroom space, with over 95% of its teaching staff 
teaching in multiple locations.  Moreover, storage space is a high priority.   
 
 
 
 

 



 

2.0 Project Design Factors: 
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Overall project considerations 

take into account district mission 

and values, configurations and 

policy. Project design factors 

include building design 

concepts, building systems and 

site considerations.  
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2.0 Project Design Factors:  
  Overall Considerations  

 

Introduction 

Project Design Factors include Building Design Concepts and Building Systems.  The MSCTHS 
addition is expected to meet the following guidelines to the highest extent possible under the 
constraints of existing site/ facility and budget.   General guidelines to consider during the design 
process are listed below. 

 

Building Design Concepts 

School Mission and Guiding Documents 1 
the fol lowing tex t is  from Mat-Su School Dis tr ic t  

Mat-Su Career and Technica l High School Mission and Model  

Miss ion Statement  
 
Our mission is to help students succeed in the Career Pathways that they may choose through 
educational experiences based on a Career Academy Model. 
  

 Career Academy Model  
 
A systemic approach to addressing the challenges young people face as they confront the 
demands of high school and prepare for post-secondary education and the world of work.  Career 
Academies are typically defined by three (3) distinguishing features: 
 

  1)  SMALL LEARNING COMMUNITIES TO CREATE MORE SUPPORTIVE, PERSONALIZED 

LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS 

   2)  COMBINING OF ACADEMIC AND CTE CURRICULA AROUND A CAREER THEME TO ENRICH 

TEACHING AND LEARNING 

                                                           
1 MatSu Career and Technical High School Website. http://www.matsuk12.us/domain/2709 

http://www.matsuk12.us/domain/2709
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   3)  ESTABLISH PARTNERSHIPS WITH LOCAL EMPLOYERS TO PROVIDE CAREER AWARENESS 

AND WORK-BASED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES 

 

 

Campus Configuration  The MSSD Mat-Su Career and Technical High School 

addition is designed to accommodate 245 additional students in three new pathways:  natural 
resources, transportation and human services.  Additionally, a media exchange and testing center 
will be added to serve the whole campus. Per the MSSD Educational Specifications Committee, 
the high school addition will be designed to accommodate 245 students at design (or operational) 
capacity in approximately 33,000 gross square feet (GSF). 
 
Core Services: Budget permitting, it is recommended that the existing Mat-Su CTHS core services 
(food serving, circulation, etc.) be expanded to accommodate the new, larger student enrollment.   
The following are areas that should be addressed if possible. 

• An additional serving line needs to be added to existing Nutrition Services area 

• Four additional bathroom facilities are needed  

• An additional staff unisex bathroom is needed 

• Additional full height student lockers are needed 

• Hallway light should be programmable to dim during class time to both save energy and 
to assist us in our PBIS Start On Time Efforts 

• An additional 60-100 parking spaces are needed 

• There should be a loading dock for shipping and receiving in one of the high bay spaces 

• By establishing connected hallways wherever possible, sight lines and student mobility 
will improve 

• Inclusion of hallway connectivity on the ground floor will improve student movement in 
the halls as well as give the  fitness pathway additional  area for exercise  

• Full teaching spaces should be available in all labs with mezzanine space if appropriate 
 
 
Building Addition: The building addition should be designed to be integral to the campus, with 
clearly defined pathway entries. The educational specification committee has expressed a 
preference for an all-under-one-roof solution to the maximum extent possible.  Multi-storied 
approaches are acceptable.  
 
Building Construction and Materials: Building construction should be highly durable, utilizing 
exterior materials chosen to withstand weather and harsh elements, requiring a minimum of 
maintenance. MSSD buildings are expected to be utilized for 50+ years and should be able to 
stand the test of time. Building materials must integrate with the existing design. 
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Areas listed in the Program Spaces section of this document describe the required spaces for the 
new building addition.  New CTE spaces should be integrated into the overall design and located 
near classroom team areas for collaboration with core subject areas.  
 

Schedule   Currently, MSSD follows a traditional school calendar – with school beginning in 

August and ending in June.  However, it is possible that in future years, the district may decide to 
follow a year-round schedule.  The year-round schedule would entail intermittent breaks 
throughout the year with a summer break  Another possible schedule would be a four day school 
week with longer hours each day and the fifth day being reserved for makeup work if needed. The 
high school should be designed to operate effectively during summer months and longer hours as 
well as the current school year months.  No change in utilization of classroom loading would result 
should the district decide to affect such changes in schedule. 
 

Key Concepts   The following are key concepts that should drive the design of the 

school.  The concepts encompass learning, learning atmosphere, environment, and culture and 
should guide all decision-making during the design of the school.   
 

Technology  Technology (both hardware and software tools – district provided or other) must 
be seamlessly integrated into teaching and learning. 

− Support:  Critical to the successful integration of technology is the support received by 
students, teacher and staff.  A robust system of support must be funded and maintained.  
Instruction at all levels in the use of software and hardware tools should be ongoing. 

− Integration: Seamless integration into the learning process is key.  Technology must be 
ubiquitous.  “Finger-tip Access” to tools and information should be paramount. 

− “Digital Citizenship”:  The proliferation of information on the world-wide web means that 
students and staff will be exposed to a variety of information and choices.  It is 
recommended that a strong program of instruction be developed regarding the use of 
these resources.  Each user should be instructed in how to be a good “digital citizen” and 
how to best use these vast resources in their pursuit of learning. 

 
Creativity   Creativity should be encouraged at all levels by providing the tools and resources 
for student’s ability to form new knowledge and relationships from facts. Additionally, the 
capacity to experiment with one’s surroundings should be encouraged as a form of problem-
solving. 
 
Collaboration (Collaborative Learning)  The learning environment should enhance the ability 
to pool knowledge and compare notes with others toward a common goal. 
 
Problem Formulation and Problem Solving  Students must develop problem formulation  and 
problem solving skills through:   

− Simulation: interpreting and constructing dynamic models of real-world processes,  
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− Multitasking: scanning one’s environment and shift focus as needed to salient 
details,  

− Judgment : evaluating the reliability and credibility of different information sources,  

− Networking : searching for, synthesizing, and disseminating information.  
 

Critical Thinking Students must develop critical thinking schools through: 

− Distributed Cognition: the ability to interact meaningfully with tools that expand 
mental capacities, 

− Trans-media Navigation: the ability to follow the flow of stories and information 
across multiple modalities, 

− Construction of Knowledge: reading, writing, drawing, technology, construction of 
knowledge, observation. 

 
Student Ownership/Responsibility By connecting a student’s interests, experiences and 
talent, encourage student ownership and responsibility by: 

− Involving the students in decisions (rules, goals, ways, places, spaces) 

− Motivating students by inspiration (feeling wonder, shelter, trust, and understanding) 

− Keeping students active in body, mind and spirit 
 

“Lab for Life”  Resources must be pushed into the student learning environment.  A good 
learning setting is a “lab for life.” 
 
Communication Effective written and oral communication skills are a key to success in life.  
Enhance communication skills by providing opportunities to express ideas and concepts 
through challenging and engaging activities related to the standards being taught.  Utilize a 
variety of methods for assessment (show what you know).  Encourage a deep understanding 
of concepts and skill through longer term, cross-subject projects. 
 
Flexible presentation of curriculum   Curriculum content must be presented in a variety of 
subjects and activities to students in order to accommodate the broad spectrum of learning 
styles (verbal, auditory, kinesthetic, etc.) 
 
Lifelong Practices  Students must develop good organizational, research, presentation, and 
inquiry skills that will serve them throughout life. 
 
Future Oriented  Students must learn to apply knowledge to the future and the development 
of new concepts and connections.   

 

Utilization    Utilization refers to the actual placement of students within the classroom.  

Classrooms cannot be loaded to the maximum 100% because of the uneven loading of subject 
areas levels; i.e., student enrollment does not divide evenly into groups of 24 students per 
classroom and some lab areas have less students.  It is anticipated that the Mat-Su Career and 
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Technical High School will be utilized at 85% to accommodate the longer career and technical 
blocks of time. 

 

Capacity    The Space Program described in Section 5.0 of this document will provide for a 

design capacity of 245 students under the current block schedule format. 

 

Community Use    MSSD Schools are utilized by the community for a wide variety of 

purposes including parent meetings, student presentations and events, after-school clubs, athletic 
and performing arts, and summer activities.  
 
Dining Areas and Partners Rooms will provide an area for student presentations and parent 
meetings. Community groups will be able to utilize these areas for after-school and summer 
activities.  The media center areas and conference areas will provide additional meeting spaces 
for parents, community and business partners.  

 
 
Building Systems 

Please consult with Facilities for more detail.   
 

Acoustics   The K-12 years are an important time in the development of a child’s language 

and speech abilities.  Students (especially non-native English speakers) must be able to hear the 
teacher and be heard by others.  One recognized guide for schools, the California Department of 
Education School Site Selection and Approval Guide states, “The normal range of conversation is 
between 34 and 66 decibels.  Between 70 and 90 decibels, sound is distracting and presents an 
obstacle to conversation, thinking, or learning. Above 90 decibels, sound can cause permanent 
hearing loss. ”2 Classroom areas must be designed to allow normal speaking levels with comfort, 
and common guidelines recommend a maximum decibel level of 55 dB measured at a workspace 
in the center of the classroom . Audio enhancement systems may be considered (budget 
permitting) if they are approved by the district. 
 

Building Support Spaces   Custodial, storage, and loading areas should be 

located in the service areas of the school, near the cafeteria and mechanical service areas.  
Driveways for support areas should be separately accessed and should not cross student 
walkways, parent drives, or student access to outside areas.  
 

                                                           
2 California Department of Education, School Site Selection and Approval Guide, 
http://www.cde.ca.gov/LS/fa/sf/schoolsiteguide.asp#Noise. 
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Finishes   MSSD maintains all campuses with pride.   Finishes are to be durable and of 

high quality, so that they may be maintained over a period of 50+ years. Exterior walls and façade 
should integrate and extend the existing campus fenestration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Existing Campus 
 
Interior corridor finishes should be highly durable and easy to clean; a cove base detail for tile or 
rubber base is preferred for ease of cleaning.   
 
Windows should be double-paned and designed to maximize daylighting. Exterior windows should 
be able to be secured. Clerestory windows, not skylights, are recommended to allow for 
daylighting in hallways and exterior walls. 
 
Restrooms should be of highly durable materials:  hard surface floors (seamless epoxy, tile, or 
sealed concrete), 12” x 12” tile on the walls in restrooms and showers, polished stainless steel 
mirrors, and partitions with full hinge and durable partitions . Floors should be sloped to floor 
drain.  Soap, toilet paper and paper towel dispensers may be installed by MSSD vendors – verify 
before inclusion in design documentation. Flooring utilized in the building may be sealed or 
polished concrete. Classrooms may utilize a combination of hard surface and carpet tiles.  
 
Large group gathering areas should be easily cleaned but not institutional in feel. Color and 
design should be warm and modern; the image of a university student center is preferred. 
Furnishings should be appropriate to a variety of learning styles: adjustable, varied, foldable and 
highly cleanable. Walk-off mats should be provided for each exterior entry, consider modular 
matting systems (recessed) extending six feet into each entry.  Cabinetry should be highly durable 
with solid tops if budget permits, with laminate or solid wood facings.  Incorporate color into the 
countertops with a more timeless, neutral color on all cabinetry doors and bodies so they will not 
become easily dated. 
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Roofs should be designed to be highly durable. Coordination with the district in the early design 
stages is mandatory. It is suggested that the district pre-approve any roof design during the 
design development phase of the project. Roofing materials should also be approved by the 
district.  Rainwater collection with the ability to slow release into the school landscape is 
suggested (budget permitting.) Roof drains should not be interior and scuppers and downspouts 
should not drain onto or across sidewalks to prevent ice or slipping hazards.  

 

Electrical/Power   Learning areas should be pre-wired with electrical service to the 

walls and ceiling (each classroom may eventually utilize ceiling projectors).  In cases of block 
walls, the conduit should be located in furred-out walls, not within the block wall or on the interior 
wall.  Care should be taken to provide extra conduit for ease of future wiring.  Electrical panels 
must be sized for the eventual build-out of the school if a phased design is planned.  Ample power 
and outlets cannot be overemphasized.  Maximum flexibility and safety requires outlets to be 
plentiful and evenly dispersed around the classroom, multipurpose areas, common areas, dining, 
and corridors.  Future students will utilize laptop computers throughout the school and power 
plugs should be included in hallways and student gathering areas. Consider floor outlets if 
appropriate. Lab areas (with the exception of science labs) should be equipped with flexible, 
retractable power to allow equipment to be moved throughout the lab.  The media center should 
be equipped with power outlets throughout; consider the purchase of furniture that has power 
outlets built in.  
 

Lighting  Natural day lighting in all occupied areas of the building (including corridors) is 

required.  Care should be taken to provide lighting that can automatically (or manually) shut off 
when daylighting is present (budget permitting); however, lighting should be controlled by 
occupancy sensors.  Clerestory windows are preferred over skylights as skylights are often a 
maintenance problem, other solutions may be discussed with the facilities and maintenance 
group.   T8 or T5 fixtures should be utilized in learning spaces; direct/ indirect lighting is also 
preferable – budget permitting.   

 

New Plumbing and Fixtures   Low flow toilets with auto flush and ultra low 

flow auto flush urinals, flush toilets that are hard-wired with motion sensors, and automatic sinks 
are recommended.  Hand dryers should be installed per district specification.  Urinals should be 
floor mounted.  Hand washing sinks should be automatic and hardwired.  Sinks should be located 
within maze entries to restrooms rather than within the restroom.  Sinks should be individual and 
not gang type sinks. Plumbing should be isolated so that it can be repaired without entering 
restrooms, utilizing service corridors with controls located in the corridor.  
 
Custodial closets should include floor sinks, should utilize fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) 
board on the walls and be water proofed. Plugs and area for recharging floor equipment are 
required.  Area to hang mops and other equipment will also be required. Positioning of the closets 
is important; do not locate custodial closets adjacent to restroom doorways as this creates high 
congestion in this area. 
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Public Access    Generally, the Mat-Su Career and Technical High School will operate 

from early morning hours (6-7 am) into the night (8-9 pm) as well as on weekends.  Areas utilized 
by students for extracurricular activities (business club meetings) should be zoned into an area 
that is: 

• Well Lit, 

• Able to be individually climate controlled, 

• Near parking areas and parent drop off, 

• Able to be subdivided from the main campus with gates or fencing, 

• Accessed by wide, handicapped-accessible sidewalks, 

• Provide a gathering or waiting area that is safe and well lit for students waiting for 
transportation. 

 
Community access areas (media exchange center) should be co-located near large parking areas 
and should provide convenient walking access to those venues.  Enough parking should be 
provided to allow cars to park on site and minimize the use of nearby streets or off-site parking.  

    
Security   The campus must be safe and secure, keeping in mind that the school is an 

environment for education and not a “prison” there must be a balance in the degree that a campus 
is made secure and by what means it is considered secure.  Security cameras as well as security 
personnel should be incorporated into the school environment in ways that are not threatening or 
offensive, but leave the school environment with a sense of freedom and relaxed openness. 
 
All buildings should have alarm system for security access in corridors, entries, and academic 
zones of the school. This way the police can follow the alarm sequence on a computer floor plan 
from the central office.  
 
The buildings should be designed to keep in mind current and acceptable methods of providing 
security to students and staff from within the school as well as from the outside taking into 
consideration the various forms of security problems schools are facing at this point in time. The 
main entry should have a vestibule, the interior door set should be lockable during school hours, 
and controlled by the office staff.   
 
The building should be designed to follow Crime Prevention through Environmental Design 
(CPTED) principles.  These include: 
 

• Natural Surveillance.  The design concept is directed primarily at keeping 
intruders easily observable. This concept is promoted by features that maximize visibility 
of people, parking areas and building entrances: doors and windows overlooking streets 
and parking areas; pedestrian-friendly walkways; front porches; and adequate nighttime 
lighting. 
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• Territorial Reinforcement.  Physical design can create or extend a sphere of 
influence.  Users then develop a sense of territorial control while potential offenders, 
perceiving this control, are discouraged.  Territorial reinforcement is promoted by 
features that define property lines and distinguish private spaces from public spaces 
using landscape plantings, pavement designs, gateway treatments, and CPTED 
recommended fence styles. 

 

• Natural Access Control.  This design concept is directed primarily at decreasing 
crime opportunity by denying access to crime targets and creating a perception of risk to 
offenders.  Control gained by designing streets, sidewalks, building entrances and walks 
to divert traffic to supervised areas. 

 

Signage   “Wayfinding” is a top priority for the campus.  Poor configuration, location of 

elements, and lack of signage can be a problem for visitors and new students. Recommend 
creating a clear and easily decipherable set of visual cues including clustering similar functions, 
clear and easy to find pathways on campus. The use of color and texture within the school may 
help non-English speaking students find their way independently. 
 

Energy Considerations    Planning for energy and resource conservation is a 

top priority at MSSD.  The district integrates recycling, water conservation and energy 
conservation into each project.  The following guidelines should be followed as budget appropriate 
and with district approval: 
 

• Recycling.  Recycling containers should be provided as well as trash containers at 
various locations throughout the school.  Permanent recycling structures (i.e., 
dumpsters) should be located for ease of custodial use.   

 

• Water conservation.  Waterless urinals, reclaimed water (condensate water), 
water harvesting and reuse of gray water are concepts the district will consider, discuss 
these with the facilities department. 

 

• Energy conservation. Lighting controls for occupied spaces, T8 or T5 light 
fixtures, daylighting, appropriate siting of buildings for solar heat gain, shading devices to 
lower heat gain, and solar panels should all be considered in the design process. 
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Activity area requirements 

describe the function of each 

area. These requirements 

provide guidance to the design 

team as the basis for detailed 

design of each space. 
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3.0 Activity Area Requirements   
 
Introduction 

The planning for Mat Su Career and Technical High School involved interviewing key d individuals 
regarding the program functions, descriptions and long term goals.  These departments and 
individuals included: 
 

 Natural Resources Pathway 

 Transportation  Pathway 

 Human Services Pathway 

 Media Exchange Center 
 

The following activity area requirements shall provide guidance and background to the design team 
as the basis for the requirements found in Appendix A (Room Criteria) of this document. 

 

Natural Resources Pathway 

The Natural Resources Pathway explores careers that manage the natural resources of Alaska. 
Through classroom and outdoor skill building activities students will examine soil and water 
conservation, wildlife and fisheries management, and forestry and recreation in both historical and 
contemporary contexts. This course examines the geography, history, political and economic 
forces that have shaped contemporary Alaska. Course content is organized around themes such 
as population, land, resources, governance and cultural landscape.  
 

Careers include 
 Wildlife manager  
 Fish and game law officers  
 Soil conservationist  
 Land manager  
 Foresters  
 Park ranger  
 Fishery biologist  
 Landscape designer  
 Watershed manager 

 
Pathways related spaces include: 

 Multi-purpose Classroom 

 Natural Resources Lab 

 Science Lab 

 Prep Room 
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 Flexible Instruction Space including group meeting area, small group area, teacher 
workroom, technical library, student lockers and storage 

 

The Natural Resources Lab is a large, high bay lab space designed to flexibly accommodate a 
variety of instruction including hands-on demonstrations, student research and projects, classroom 
instruction, and a specimen storage space. Further details about individual spaces may be found in 
the Appendix of this document.  Functional needs include: 

 High ceiling 

 Flexible Power and Water 

 Washable Flooring 

 Large Rollup Doors to Exterior and Adjoining Space 

 Visual Connection to Flexible Instruction areas and Classroom 

 Movable Tables and Stools 

 Ability to provide a large open clear floor space 

 Artic entry and trench drains for easy floor cleanup 

 Cage storage for equipment. 
 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example Lab with Instructional Space 

 

Transportation Pathway  

The Transportation Pathway will include three areas of emphasis:  Aviation, Diesel Power 
Generation, and Process Technology.  The Aviation program will emphasize small plane 
construction and repair. The Diesel Power Generation program will include hydraulics, and diesel 
engine repair.  The Process Technology program will build skills in monitoring and controlling 
process systems, maintaining safe work areas and applying regulatory compliance, assisting craft 
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technicians in maintenance and coordinating repairs, troubleshooting operations, and testing 
products for optimum quality. Fields include: oil and gas production, mining, chemical engineering, 
and power generation and utilities. 
 
The Aviation Lab is a large, high bay lab space designed to flexibly accommodate a variety of 
instruction including hands-on demonstrations, student research and projects, classroom 
instruction, and a space large enough to accommodate a small plane. Further details about 
individual spaces may be found in the Appendix of this document.  Functional needs include: 
 

 High ceiling 

 Flexible Three Phase Power and Water 

 Exhaust tubes 

 Washable Flooring 

 Fuel Storage 

 Large Rollup Doors to Exterior and Adjoining Spaces 

 Visual Connection to Flexible Instruction areas and Classroom 

 Perimeter Benches with Stools 

 Ability to provide a large open clear floor space 

 Artic entry and trench drains for easy floor cleanup 

 Lockable Storage 

 Reinforced floor for heavy loads 

 Proper lighting including task lighting 

 Overhead trolley for lifting heavy objects 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example Aviation Lab 
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The Diesel Power Generation Lab is a large, high bay lab space designed to flexibly accommodate 
a variety of instruction including hands-on demonstrations, student projects, classroom instruction, 
and a space large enough to flexibly accommodate a variety of equipment . Further details about 
individual spaces may be found in the Appendix of this document.  Functional needs include: 
 

 High ceiling 

 Flexible Three Phase Power and Water 

 Flexible exhaust tubes 

 Washable Flooring 

 Fuel Storage 

 Large Rollup Doors to Exterior and Adjoining Space 

 Visual Connection to Flexible Instruction areas and Classroom 

 Perimeter Benches with Stools 

 Ability to provide a large open clear floor space 

 Artic entry and trench drains for easy floor cleanup 

 Lockable Storage 

 Proper lighting including task lighting 

 Overhead trolley for lifting heavy objects 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image from Diesel Technology Program University of Alaska 
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The Process Technology Lab is a large, high bay lab space designed to flexibly accommodate a 
variety of instruction including hands-on demonstrations, student projects, classroom instruction, 
and a space large enough to flexibly accommodate a variety of process technology equipment . 
Further details about individual spaces may be found in the Appendix of this document.  Functional 
needs include: 
 

 High ceiling (tall equipment may require a catwalk) 

 Flexible Three Phase Power and Water 

 Flexible exhaust tubes 

 Washable Flooring 

 Fuel Storage 

 Large Rollup Doors to Exterior and Adjoining Space 

 Visual Connection to Flexible Instruction areas and Classroom 

 Perimeter Benches with Stools 

 Ability to provide a large open clear floor space 

 Artic entry and trench drains for easy floor cleanup 

 Lockable Storage 

 Proper lighting including task lighting 

 Overhead trolley for lifting heavy objects 
 

 

Human Services Pathway 

The Human Services Pathway may include pathways in Law Enforcement, Education, and may 
include EMT training, counseling or crime scene investigation. 
 
In collaboration with the school community and various partners, law enforcement students will be 
introduced to careers in law enforcement and public safety. Students will be prepared to pursue 
careers in law enforcement, public safety, and the judicial system, attend college and/or enter the 
workforce.  
 
The Human Services Lab Classroom is a large classroom space designed to flexibly accommodate 
a variety of instruction including hands-on demonstrations, student projects, classroom instruction, 
and a space large enough to flexibly accommodate a variety of law enforcement exercises 
including EMT training (CPR, etc.).  Further details about individual spaces may be found in the 
Appendix of this document.  Functional needs include: 
 
Dental Assistant Equipment 
 
Equipment Contact: 
Burkhart Dental Supply 
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12000 Industry Way, Unit N-1 
Anchorage, AK  99515 
Software 

 XLDent Dental Practice Management System 

 XLChart 

 ImageXL 
Equipment 

 A-dec 
o A-dec 300 Dental Light 
o A-dec Performer Delivery System 
o A-dec Dental Cabinets 
o A-dec 300 Dental Chair 
o A-dec Simulator – Preclinical Learning 
o A-dec Assistant Stools 

 Lisa Sterilizer 

 Dental EZ 
o Osprey Compressor from RAMVAC 
o Badger Dry Vacuum 

 
Equipment Contact: 
101 Belmont Drive Somerset, NJ 
800-223-1192 
 
Intraoral 303-PHOT-xll Dental Imaging System 
 
Veterinary Assistant Equipment 
 
Software 

 AVImark  1-855-838-7638 
 
Equipment 

 Mobile Examination Tables 
o DRE Veterinary 

1800 Williamson CT 
Louisville, KY 40223 
800-477-2006 
 

Miscellaneous 
 

 Computers for software and equipment 

 Flooring anti-microbial and sterilizable 

 Privacy curtains to partition exam areas 

 Eyewash stations 
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 Water for hand washing and sterilizing 

 HC Accessible Doors 

 Cabinetry for sterilized instruments 

 Area out of classroom for placement of compressor and vacuum due to noise 
 
 

Early Childhood Education students focus on the early childhood philosophy, career opportunities 
and current issues in health, nutrition and special education.  They also gain experience with 
classroom management and discipline techniques.  During the second year, students select an 
internship program and research professional opportunities. 
 
The Education Classroom is a large classroom space designed to flexibly accommodate a variety 
of instruction including hands-on demonstrations, student projects, classroom instruction, and a 
space large enough to flexibly accommodate a variety of activities with children.  Further details 
about individual spaces may be found in the Appendix of this document.  Functional needs include: 
 

 Multiple power outlets on each wall/ childproofed 

 Sink/water access 

 Hard Surface/ Carpet Flooring 

 Transparent Rollup or Double Doors to Adjoining Flex Space 

 Visual Connection to Flexible Instruction areas and Classroom 

 Movable Tables with Stools or Chairs; Child-sized as well 

 Ability to provide a large open clear floor space 

 Lockable Storage 

 Proper lighting 

 Possible teacher tools may include  

 Promethean Boards, Smartboards or similar ,  

 Proxima or similar (ceiling mounted computer projectors),  

 Large Projection Screen or Movable,  

 Full Wall Projection/Marker Board Wall Covering (“Walltalker” or similar) 

 White Boards and Pin Board Space, 

 Phone access,  

 Audio enhancement 

Flexible Instruction Space 

Flexible Instruction Space should be designed to be properly sized, flexible, well-lit, and have the 
ability to serve multiple learning and project activities. Flexible Instruction Spaces will be utilized for 
group projects, individual and small group breakout, informal study and presentations.  
 
Each pathway area is provided a larger multi-purpose breakout area -this should be combined with 
circulation to the classrooms to create a centrally accessed large project work area for all team 
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classrooms.  Transparency is required from the classroom areas to the multipurpose breakout or 
project areas.  Transparency may be provided with large window, roll-up glass doors, double doors 
with glass, etc. 
 
Pathway Portals establish pathway identity and assist new students and visitors with way-finding.  
Attention should be paid to color, texture and theme so as to make each pathway area individually 
identifiable.   
 

 

 

Example Multi-purpose Breakout Areas  
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Example Multi-purpose Breakout Areas with Visual Access from Classrooms 

 

 
Media Exchange and Testing Center 

The media exchange and testing center will provide a central MSCTC place for research, media 
research guidance, student exchange and large group presentations.  A testing center will provide 
a quiet area for student assessment testing as well as a flexible computer lab for the school.   
 
The objectives for the media center include: 

 The student needs to be capable of working around libraries and other information 
sources; they will be able to teach themselves by gaining access to information.  The 
media exchange center and staff should support this. 

 Serve the community and be open to families both before and after school. 

 Create students that understand how to access relevant and timely information and how 
to utilize it in real-world applications.  

 
All curriculum areas intersect in the media center, so the media center must be able to provide 
information resources to support all the curriculum material offered in the school.  For the student 
to use the media center there must be sufficient depth of material. The depth of the information on 
the internet is often too shallow for the depth of material required for the student’s studies. 
 
The media center will represent a substantial investment in materials and books.   The cost of 
journals is fairly high, while online information is also expensive.  In many instances, the hard copy 
is less expensive than obtaining information online.  The main media center collection will be 
centralized, serving the whole school.  This gives all the students access to the material without 
causing redundancy.  
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An area in the media center should be configured for large group presentation, with a large drop 
down screen and the ability to dim the lighting level.  Seating for 300 is desired, by combining the 
partners area with the new media center area. On a day-to-day basis, areas for small, larger, 
formal and informal groupings of students is needed.  Traditional table/chairs, individual desks and 
soft seating for casual areas are also required. 
 

Technology in the Media Center.  While the media center was traditionally the central location for 
accessing the internet, access now is distributed throughout the school. The media center, 
however, should be the location for individual student research including print and online research.  
Sufficient computers (wireless and wired) with internet and card catalog lookup should be available 
(at least 30).  Students will need access to print, online, group meeting areas, small presentation 
areas, and the media resource professionals.  
 
The testing room is provided for assessment testing, small group work and meetings.  These 
rooms must be visually accessible to pathways areas for supervision.  The staff workroom will be 
used for textbook repair and administrative work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Example Media Center showing variety of seating 
photo credit: Barnes and Noble 
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Example Media Center showing variety of seating 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example Media Center with Individual Work Areas 
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Example Media Center Technology Area 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Example Media Center furniture with technology integration in the furnishings 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Support 
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The support areas included are designed to support other functions on campus and consist of 
maintenance, receiving, storage, circulation, and restroom areas. 
 
The areas should be convenient to maintenance staff’s ease of use.  The areas should not be 
located in entry or highly public areas.   

 

Components Included 

 

 Circulation 

 Staff  Restrooms 

 Various Storage Areas, Internal and External 

 Custodial Rooms 

 Distributed Electrical/ Mechanical Rooms  

 



 

4.0 Space Program
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 

The space program provides the 

summary and detailed listing of 

spaces required for Mat-Su 

Career Technical High School. 
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4.0 Space Program  
 
Introduction 

This section provides the summary and detailed listing of spaces required for the Mat-Su Career 
and Technical High School addition.   This program was based on Educational Specifications 
Committee meetings and interviews conducted with staff and support personnel in 2013. This 
space program incorporates information obtained during these sessions. 
 
The space program detailed in this section represents a 245 student school prototype for Mat-Su 
School District.  The new model will be used as the basis for new schools as well as the renovation 
of the existing school.  Room Design Criteria found in Appendix A detail the requirements of each 
space listed here.  
 
Information for the space program contained in this section includes the following: 

 A summary of the total area required in the facility addition;  

 Calculations of the number of key spaces driven by the curriculum load of the facility; 

 Detailed space list identifying the size and quantity of each individual space. 
 

Definitions and Space Calculations 

The space program is presented in table form, with each column providing different information.  
The first columns identify the space, both in title and with an alpha-numeric designation system.  
The next columns identify the quantity and individual size for each space and the summary totals. 
Note that some areas are listed as gross square feet (includes walls, circulation, mechanical, etc.) 
and some columns are listed as net square feet (does not include circulation) and circulation is 
added at the end of the table. 
 
Specific nomenclature used by this space program includes the following:  
 

 Number of  Spaces:   This column provides the number of functional spaces required 
for that space type. 

 

 Area Required per Space:   unit of area expressed in square feet specifically 
dedicated to the functions and activities within the interior of the space.  The assignable 
square feet relates to the unit area allowed within state planning standards, or the 
planning standard area per student times the student capacity of the room. 
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 Net Area Sub-Total :   The total net assignable square feet contained in all the rooms 
for that space line item.  It is the product of the number of spaces times the net assignable 
square feet per space.  Columns and minor chases may fall within the net assignable floor 
area. 

 

 Gross Area Sub-Total :    The line item includes all mechanical, electrical, and 
circulation. 

 

 Gross Assignable:   The total constructed area of the department.  
 

 TARE Factor Ef f ic iency:  A planning ratio that expresses the amount of area 
required above the net assignable square feet of functional spaces.  The area above the 
net assignable square feet is referred to as TARE.  The TARE includes wall thicknesses, 
circulation, planning inefficiency, building exterior skin, physical plant spaces, and student 
activity/commons not related to dining and any other non-dedicated enclosed space.   The 
effective efficiency suggested in this program is generally 85% including joint-use areas in 
each team area which may double as circulation to the classrooms.  Any additional 
spaces such as commons or lobbies for different spaces must be created using space 
allocated in the circulation planning factors. 

 
Space Summary 

General observations concerning the program include the following: 

 The Square Footages utilized in this program meet the minimum state statutory 
requirements, 

 Total GSF of this program is calculated at 33,000 GSF of new space.   

 Total capacity of this Mat-Su Career and Technical High School will be 245 students 
utilizing a block schedule at 85% efficiency (normal operating capacity), 

 Square footage per student at 245 students is 136.4 SF/student;  

 The Mat-Su Career and Technical High School configuration will provide 12 teaching 
stations. 
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 Summary of Totals 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Mat-Su Career and Technical High School 8/07/13

Facility Program Space Needs

TOTALS PER PROGRAM

NSF  Total GSF # TS NOTES

1.0 NATURAL RESOURCES 6,474    9,019         4

2.0 TRANSPORTATION 7,474    10,778       4

3.0 HUMAN SERVICES 4,474    6,316         3 61

4.0 MEDIA/ TESTING 4,650    7,275         1 20

TOTALS PER PROGRAM 23,072 33,388     12 245    

Restrooms 6 960 1440

Mechanical 5.0% - - 1214

Walls, structure 7.0% - - 1737

MDF 1.5% - - 99

Circulation 17.0% - - 5827

 SF Tare Area 31% 10316

AREA DESCRIPTION
Student 

Capacity/ 85%

82

82
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1.0   NATURAL RESOURCES PATHWAY

Required Capacity

# of 
Spaces

Area 
Reqd/ 
Space

Net Area Sub-
Total

# TS
Ave 

# 
Stud

Student 
Capacity
/ 100%

NOTES

.01 1 800 800 1 24 24

.02 Natural Resources Lab 1 1,200 1200 1 24 24

.03 2 1,200 2400 2 24 48

.04 Prep Room 1 400 400

.01 Individual Work Areas

.02 Small Group/Conference

.03

.04 Technical Library

.05 Student Lockers

.06 Storage

Section SubTotal 1 1,674 1674

Net Assignable 6474 4 96
 

Restrooms 240 0

Mechanical 5.0% - - 341

Walls, structure 7.0% - - 487

MDF 1.5% - - 99

Circulation 20.0% - - 1619

 SF Tare Area 2545

1.0  GROSS ASSIGNABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 9,019         

1.0 TOTAL # TS, CAPACITY @ 85% UTILIZATION RATE 4 82

SPACE DESCRIPTION

1.01  Labs and Classrooms

Multipurpose Classroom

Science Lab

1.02 Flexible Instruction Space

Team Staff Office
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2.0   TRANSPORTATION PATHWAY

Required Capacity

# of 
Spaces

Area 
Reqd/ 
Space

Net Area Sub-
Total

# TS
Ave 

# 
Stud

Student 
Capacity
/ 100%

NOTES

.01 Multipurpose Classroom 1 800 800 1 24 24

.02 Aviation Lab 1 2,100 2100 1 24 24

.03 Process Technology Lab 1 1,000 1000 1 24 24

.04 Diesel Power Generation Lab 1 1,000 1000 1 24 24

.05 Lab Storage 3 300 900

.01 Individual Work Areas

.02 Small Group/Conference

.03

.04 Technical Library

.05 Student Lockers

.06 Storage

Section SubTotal 1 1,674 1674

Net Assignable 7474 4 96

Restrooms Ground Floor 2 240 480

Mechanical 5.0% - - 393

Walls, structure 7.0% - - 563

Circulation 20.0% - - 1869

 SF Tare Area* 3304

2.0  GROSS ASSIGNABLE TRANSPORTATION 10,778       

2.0 TOTAL # TS, CAPACITY @ 85% UTILIZATION RATE 4 82

SPACE DESCRIPTION

2.01  Labs and Classrooms

2.02 Flexible Instruction Space

Team Staff Office
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3.0   HUMAN SERVICES PATHWAY

Required Capacity

# of 
Spaces

Area 
Reqd/ 
Space

Gross Area 
Sub-Total

# TS
Ave 

# 
Stud

Student 
Capacity
/ 100%

NOTES

.01 Multipurpose Classroom 1 800 800 1 24 24

.02 MultiUse/ Law Enforcement Classroom 1 1,000 1000 1 24 24

.03 Education Classroom 1 1,000 1000 1 24 24

.01 Individual Work Areas

.02 Small Group/Conference

.03

.04 Technical Library

.05 Student Lockers

.06 Storage

Section SubTotal 1 1,674 1674

4 4474 3 72

Restrooms Upper Floor 2 240 480

Mechanical 5.0% - - 235

Walls, structure 7.0% - - 337

Circulation 15.0% - - 790

 SF Tare Area 1842

3.0  GROSS ASSIGNABLE HUMAN SERVICES 6,316         

3.0 TOTAL # TS, CAPACITY @ 85% UTILIZATION RATE 3 61

SPACE DESCRIPTION

3.01  Labs and Classrooms

3.02 Flexible Instruction Space

Team Staff Office
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4.0  MEDIA/EXCHANGE CENTER & TESTING

Required Capacity

# of 
Spaces

Area 
Reqd/ 
Space

Gross Area 
Sub-Total

# TS
Ave 

# 
Stud

Student 
Capacity
/ 100%

NOTES

.01 1 2,300 2300 Movable Stacks

.02 Cyber Center/ Digital Research 1 1,000 1000

.03 Testing 1 800 800 1 24 24

.01 Media Office/Workroom 1 250 250

.02 Media Storage 1 300 300

Net Assignable 4,650         1 24

Restrooms (Public) 2 240 480

Mechanical 5.0% - - 245

Walls, structure 7.0% - - 350

Circulation 25.0% - - 1550

 SF Tare Area 2625

4.0  GROSS ASSIGNABLE  MEDIA 7,275         

4.0 TOTAL # TS, CAPACITY @ 85% UTILIZATION RATE 1 20

4.02  Support

SPACE DESCRIPTION

4.01 General Areas

Conference/ Large Gathering



 

Appendix A                     
Room Design Criteria 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 

Room design criteria provide 

detailed guidance for the design 

of each space. 

 
 



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 1.01.01 Multipurpose Classroom

Program: 1.0 Natural Resources

Number of Occupants 1 Teaching Staff; Up to 24 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Student instructional area

Operational Area should be able to be used for multiple subjects and seating arrangements

Community Possible meeting areas for community groups

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Team Flexible Instruction Areas and Lab Areas

Indirect/Near: Media Exchange Center

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from hallways; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Aesthetic Student instructional area; conducive to the display of materials and presentations

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Marker Boards (2) 4' X 8'; Tackable Surface 4' X 8' Min

Storage General and secure; lockable door and cabinets

Movable Furniture Teacher desk and chair; Teacher podium;  24 student chairs and desk areas for 24

Projection Surfaces Projection Screen or Integrated Smart Board

Cabinetry Lower Cabs, 1 wall, Sink with Bubbler

Equipment Teacher computer, Ceiling mounted projection unit and/or possible Smart-Board

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

Doors Walk door with view panel and possible transparent rollup door or double glass doors

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc Y Y

Interior Window to circulation areas; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack)

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security  Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 1.01.02 Natural Resources Lab

Program: 1.0 Natural Resources Pathway

Number of Occupants 1 Teaching Staff; Up to 24 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Student instructional area for Natural Resources

Operational Utilize computer technology and hands-on projects to explore engineering principles

Community Possible community use 

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: To equipment storage; to exterior

Indirect/Near: Near equipment storage; teacher office (visual access desired)

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-85 degrees

Acoustic Possible acoustic enhancement; med to high sound levels; sound absorption panels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Fuel Storage On exterior, in "hammer head" area

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Marker Boards (2) 4' X 8'; Tackable Surface 4' X 8' Min

Storage General open shelving and secure; rolling storage carts for equipment cage storage

Movable Furniture Stools and movable worksurfaces for 24 students

Plumbing Access to Water; Flexible Service - water in lab

Cabinetry Lockable upper and lower cabinets (1 wall min), Storage cabinets for small equip

Equipment Computers, Ceiling mounted projector; Variety of movable equipment

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Sealed concrete; floor drain

Walls 20'0" min; painted finish; Roll up Door

Ceiling Open structure; possible reinforcing in limited area for hanging animals for skinning

Doors Walk Door plus Rollup to Exterior and possible transparent coiling door to flex

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired; 50-70 fc Y Y

Interior Window to circulation areas; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack)

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security Lockable Doors

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code; Fire Alarm Pull

SPECIAL NOTES
1.0 Large Roll Up Door(s) and Artic Entry; trench drain

2.0 Eye Wash, Emergency Shower; Fire Blanket Kit

* Please refer to equipment lists in Appendices of this document



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 1.01.03  Science Laboratory

Program: 1.0 Natural Resources Pathway

Number of Occupants 1 Teaching Staff; Up to 24 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Student instructional area for Laboratory Science

Operational Biology; chemistry; Physics and Natural Sciences

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Near Natural Resources and Accessible from Circulation

Indirect/Near: Near other Pathways

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from hallways; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Plumbing Stainless, deep sinks w/ movable spouts; Hot/Cold; floor drains

Aesthetic Student instructional area; conducive to the display of materials and presentations

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Marker Boards (2) 4' X 8'; Tackable Surface 4' X 8' Min; Rollable, sliding

Storage General open shelving and secure 

Movable Furniture Teacher desk and chair; Teacher podium; lab stools and work surfaces for 24 students

Projection Surfaces Projection Screen

Cabinetry Lockable upper and lower cabinets (2 walls); Sinks (hot/cold); fixed teacher island

Equipment Teacher computer, Ceiling mounted projection unit; possible Smart-Board

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Hard Surface

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustical ceiling

Doors Walk door with view panel and possible transparent rollup door or double glass doors

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc Y Y

Interior Window to circulation areas; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack)

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code; Fire Alarm Pull

SPECIAL NOTES
1.0 Ventilation hoods possible

2.0 Acid-Resistant Countertop and Work surfaces

3.0 Eye Wash, Emergency Shower; Fire Blanket Kit



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 1.01.04  Science Prep Area

Program: 1.0 Natural Resources Pathway

Number of Occupants 1-2 Teaching Staff

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Prep area for Laboratory Science

Operational Lab preparations, Chemical storage

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Science Labs (1 prep per 2 sci lab)

Indirect/Near: Near other core classroom areas

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from hallways; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Aesthetic Storage and preparation area for science labs

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Tackable Surface 4' X 8' Min

Storage General/ secure; 1 ft high shelves on the wall; Fire Resistent Chemical Storage

Movable Furniture Lab Stools

Projection Surfaces Projection Screen

Cabinetry Lockable upper/lower cabs; Deep Sink (hot/cold); wider in sink area

Equipment Eyewash station, Shower station; dishwasher; glass storage

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Hard Surface

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustical ceiling

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc Y Y

Interior Window to circulation areas and in doors; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom NA

Security Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code; Fire Alarm Pull

SPECIAL NOTES
1.0 Ventilation hoods; dual between prep and lab

2.0 Acid-Resistant Countertop and Work surfaces

3.0 Eye Wash, Emergency Shower; Fire Blanket Kit



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Individual Work Room 

Program: 1.0 Natural Resources Pathway

Number of Occupants 1-2 Staff or Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Small Meeting Area for Students

Operational Conference Room

Community Possible Parent Volunteers Utilizing this Room

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Pathway

Indirect/Near: Core Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: Public Areas

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Aesthetic Confernce Room; Comfortable Seating

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Tack Board, 4' X 4' Min

Storage General and secure; lockable door and cabinets

Movable Furniture Table; Chairs for up to 4

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry NA

Equipment NA

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc N N

Interior Side Lights at Doors; Privacy Blinds N N

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual Possible TV Connection

Clock/Intercom NA

Security  Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES
May or may not have a door.  May be combined with other

flexible instruction spaces.



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Small Group Room

Program: 1.0 Natural Resources Pathway

Number of Occupants 4-6 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Small Meeting Area for Students

Operational Conference or Meeting Room or Area

Community Possible Community Use

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Pathway Areas

Indirect/Near: Core Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: Public Areas

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Aesthetic Meeting Area

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Tack Board, 4' X 4' Min

Storage General and secure; lockable door and cabinets

Movable Furniture Table; Chairs for up to 6

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry NA

Equipment Possible Movable Projector and Laptop

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc N N

Interior Side Lights at Doors; Privacy Blinds N N

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual Possible TV Connection

Clock/Intercom NA

Security  Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Team Staff Office

Program: 1.0 Natural Resources Pathway

Number of Occupants 1-2 Staff

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Support for Teaching Staff

Operational Support for Staff; Copying, Faxes, Printing; Lamination, Sorting; Binding

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Flexible Instructional Areas

Indirect/Near: Pathways and Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from quiet areas; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Aesthetic Office Work Area; Accessible Storage and Work Surfaces

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Tack Board, 4' X 4' Min

Storage General and secure; lockable door and cabinets

Movable Furniture File cabinets; trash cans (large)

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry File storage, 4 drawer possible

Equipment Printer, Fax Machine, Laminator, Binding Machine possible

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet and Hard Surface as Required by District

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Not Required

Interior Side Lights at Doors; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom; Fax Line

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security Lockable Cabinets

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Student Lockers

Program: 1.0 Natural Resources Pathway

Number of Occupants Variable

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Provides book and coat storage for students

Operational Temporary storage of student personal items during classes

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Flexible Instructional Area

Indirect/Near: Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: NA

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from instructional areas; medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Aesthetic Clean and easy to maintain; Durable surfaces

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces NA

Storage Locker Storage for 96; district standard

Movable Furniture NA

Plumbing NA

Cabinetry Lockers 96 units

Equipment Benches if Possible

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior NA

Interior NA

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data NA

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom NA

Security NA

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES
1.0 Lockers to district standard



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Storage

Program: 1.0 Natural Resources Pathway

Number of Occupants 1-2 Staff

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Bulk storage for classroom equipment and accessories; books

Operational Storage with open shelving

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Flexible Instruction Area

Indirect/Near: Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: NA

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic NA

Lighting  50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Aesthetic Organized storage area; Metal shelving

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces NA

Storage Open storage; metal shelving

Movable Furniture NA

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry NA

Equipment NA

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Hard Surface

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Gypsum board/ hand lid

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior NA   

Interior NA N N

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data NA

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom NA

Security Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 2.01.01 Multipurpose Classroom 

Program: 2.01 Transportation Pathway

Number of Occupants 1 Teaching Staff; Up to 24 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Student instructional area

Operational Area should be able to be used for multiple subjects and seating arrangements

Community Possible meeting areas for community groups

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Team Flexible Instruction Areas and Lab Areas

Indirect/Near: Media Exchange Center

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from hallways; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Aesthetic Student instructional area; conducive to the display of materials and presentations

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Marker Boards (2) 4' X 8'; Tackable Surface 4' X 8' Min

Storage General and secure; lockable door and cabinets

Movable Furniture Teacher desk and chair; Teacher podium;  24 student chairs and desk areas for 24

Projection Surfaces Projection Screen or Integrated Smart Board

Cabinetry Lower Cabs, 1 wall, Sink with Bubbler

Equipment Teacher computer, Ceiling mounted projection unit and/or possible Smart-Board

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

Doors Walk door with view panel and possible transparent rollup door or double glass doors

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc Y Y

Interior Window to circulation areas; Privacy Blinds N Y

View window into Boiler Room

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack)

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security  Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 2.01.02 Aviation Lab

Program: 2.01 Transportation Pathway

Number of Occupants 1 Teaching Staff; Up to 24 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Student instructional area for small plane repair and assembly

Operational Utilize hands-on projects to learn plane assembly 

Community Possible business partner use

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: To process technology lab and diesel power generation lab

Indirect/Near: Near equipment storage; teacher office (visual access desired)

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-85 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic enhancement possible; med to high sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired; 50-70 fc even across space; task/angled lighting

HVAC Natural ventilation plus heat; portable hose exhaust for engines; exterior vents for fumes

Power 3 phase 220 V,220/260 ; flexible power rails overhead; movable

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Marker Boards (2) 4' X 8'; Tackable Surface 4' X 8' Min; promethean board w doc cam

Storage General open shelving and secure tool storage; chemical and fuel storage 

Movable Furniture Stools and workbenches for 24 students

Plumbing Access to Water; Flexible Service

Cabinetry Lockable upper and lower cabinets (1 wall min), Storage cabinets for small equip

Equipment Simulation Software, Ceiling Mntd projector; Gantry Crane Rail System 2000-4000 lb

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Painted concrete light color; washable; reinforced for heavy equipment

Walls 20'0" min; painted finish; Roll up Door(s)

Ceiling Open structure; possible reinforcing and trolley for hanging a plane

Doors Man Door with View Panel, Ext Rollup large enough for plane (16'x20')

ACC Glass Rollup to Transportation Court; Coiling to adjoining labs

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired; 50-70 fc Y Y

Interior Window to circulation areas and across upper level N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack); Promethean Board and Document Camera

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code; Fire Alarm Pull

SPECIAL NOTES
1.0 Floor Drains; trench drain; artic entry

2.0 Oil Separator

3.0 Eye Wash, Emergency Shower; Fire Blanket Kit



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 2.01.03 Process Technology Lab

Program: 2.01 Transportation Pathway

Number of Occupants 1 Teaching Staff; Up to 24 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Student instructional area for process technology equipment operation

Operational Utilize computer technology and hands-on projects to explore machinery operation 

Community Possible use by business partners

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: To Aviation Lab and lab storage

Indirect/Near: Near equipment storage; teacher office (visual access desired)

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-85 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic enhancement possible; med to high sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired; 50-70 fc even across space; task/angled lighting

HVAC Natural ventilation plus heat; tube exhaust (portable)

Power 220 and 110 power; flexible power rails overhead; movable

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Marker Boards (2) 4' X 8'; Tackable Surface 4' X 8' Min

Storage General open shelving and secure tool storage 

Movable Furniture Stools and variable worksurfaces for 24 students

Plumbing Access to Water; Flexible Service

Cabinetry Lockable upper and lower cabinets (1 wall min), Storage cabinets for small equip

Equipment Process Tech Equipment (see appendix w attached drawings); welder with fume hood

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Sealed concrete; washable; 2 drains; artic entry; reinforced for heavy equipment

Walls 22'0" min; painted finish; Roll up Door(s) 20' x 18'

Ceiling Open structure; possible reinforcing and trolley for hanging equipment

Doors Walk Door, Rollup to exterior large enough for equipment (18'0'); Coiling to adjoining lab

1 double door, 2 side doors

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired; 50-70 fc Y Y

Interior Window to circulation areas; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack)

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code; Fire Alarm Pull

SPECIAL NOTES
1.0 Floor Drains; water reverse osmosis, soften and/or distill

2.0 See Appx for Equipment list

3.0 Eye Wash, Emergency Shower; Fire Blanket Kit



Room Design Criteria
NAME OF SPACE: 2.01.04 Diesel Generation/ Hydraulics Lab

Program: 2.01 Transportation Pathway

Number of Occupants 1 Teaching Staff; Up to 24 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Student instructional area for diesel power generation; Hydraulics

Operational Hands-on lab for diesel engines and power generation devices

Community Possible use by business partners

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: To Aviation Lab and lab storage

Indirect/Near: Near equipment storage; teacher office (visual access desired)

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-85 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic enhancement possible; med to high sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired; 50-70 fc even across space; task/angled lighting

HVAC Natural ventilation plus heat; tube exhaust 4 ventilation drops (movable)

Power flexible power rails overhead; movable; (2) 50 amp 3 phase, (2) 50 amp single phase

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Marker Boards (2) 4' X 8'; Tackable Surface 4' X 8' Min

Storage General open shelving and secure tool storage 

Movable Furniture Stools and variable worksurfaces for 24 students

Plumbing Access to Water; Flexible Service

Cabinetry Lockable upper and lower cabinets (1 wall min), Storage cabinets for small equip

Equipment Crane Rail System 5 tons (see equip list section 3); compressed air CFM every 10 LF

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Concrete no paint or polish; crowned; trench drain; drain to sump; artic entry; reinforced

floor lift

Walls Painted finish; 16' x 12' min Roll up Door(s)

Ceiling Open structure; possible reinforcing and trolley for hanging equipment; 18' min ht

Doors Walk Door, Rollup to exterior large enough for equipment (18'0'); Coiling to adjoining lab

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired; 50-70 fc Y Y

Interior Window to circulation areas and high bay; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack)

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code; Fire Alarm Pull

SPECIAL NOTES
1.0 Floor Drains

2.0 Eye Wash, Emergency Shower; Fire Blanket Kit

3.0 Oil Separator



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 2.01.05 Lab Storage

Program: 2.01 Transportation Pathway

Number of Occupants 1 Staff

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Equipment storage for engineering supplies and tools

Operational Bulk storage

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Diesel Power Generation Lab

Indirect/Near: Staff Office

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Low to medium sound levels

Lighting  50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Aesthetic Organized storage area

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces NA

Storage Open storage; metal shelving, continuous shelves, 18" deep min

Movable Furniture Movable Cart Storage Possible

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry Lower Cabs 1 Wall; lockable or Open Bins

Equipment NA

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Concrete

Walls 12'0" min; painted finish; may be CMU

Ceiling Open Structure

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior NA   

Interior View Panel in Door N N

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data NA

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom NA

Security Lockable Door w/ View Panel

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Team Staff Office

Program: 2.01 Transportation Pathway

Number of Occupants 1-2 Staff

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Support for Teaching Staff

Operational Support for Staff; Copying, Faxes, Printing; Lamination, Sorting; Binding

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Flexible Instructional Areas

Indirect/Near: Pathways and Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from quiet areas; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Aesthetic Office Work Area; Accessible Storage and Work Surfaces

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Tack Board, 4' X 4' Min

Storage General and secure; lockable door and cabinets

Movable Furniture File cabinets; trash cans (large)

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry File storage, 4 drawer possible

Equipment Printer, Fax Machine, Laminator, Binding Machine possible

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet and Hard Surface as Required by District

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Not Required

Interior Side Lights at Doors; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom; Fax Line

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security Lockable Cabinets

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Technical Library

Program: 2.01 Transportation Pathway

Number of Occupants variable

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Support for Pathways; Technical Resources

Operational Fingertip Access to Technical Manuals and Pathways pertinent Literature

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Flexible Instructional Areas

Indirect/Near: Circulation, Small Group, Individual Work

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from quiet areas; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Aesthetic May be Open Shelving in Flexible Instruction Area

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces NA

Storage Book Shelving for Technical Products, Manuals and Manipulatives (may be deep)

Movable Furniture NA

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry File storage, 4 drawer possible

Equipment NA

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet and Hard Surface as Required by District

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior NA

Interior NA

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout; most manuals and materials digital

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom NA

Security Lockable Cabinets

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES
Area should provide access to Pathway specific materials

Media Center will be used for general library books and materials



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Student Lockers

Program: 2.01 Transportation Pathway

Number of Occupants Variable

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Provides book and coat storage for students

Operational Temporary storage of student personal items during classes

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Flexible Instructional Area

Indirect/Near: Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: NA

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from instructional areas; medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Aesthetic Clean and easy to maintain; Durable surfaces

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces NA

Storage Locker Storage for 96; district standard

Movable Furniture NA

Plumbing NA

Cabinetry Lockers 96 units

Equipment Benches if Possible

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior NA

Interior NA

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data NA

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom NA

Security NA

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES
1.0 Lockers to district standard



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Storage (may be an exterior unit)

Program: 2.01 Transportation Pathway

Number of Occupants 1-2 Staff

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Bulk storage for classroom equipment and accessories; books

Operational Storage with open shelving

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Flexible Instruction Area

Indirect/Near: Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: NA

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic NA

Lighting  50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Aesthetic Organized storage area; Metal shelving

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces NA

Storage Open storage; metal shelving

Movable Furniture NA

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry NA

Equipment NA

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Hard Surface

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Gypsum board/ hand lid

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior NA   

Interior NA N N

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data NA

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom NA

Security Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 3.01.01 Multipurpose Classroom

Program: 3.01 Human Services Pathway

Number of Occupants 1 Teaching Staff; Up to 24 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Student instructional area

Operational Area should be able to be used for multiple subjects and seating arrangements

Community Possible meeting areas for community groups

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Team Flexible Instruction Areas and Lab Areas

Indirect/Near: Media Exchange Center

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from hallways; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Aesthetic Student instructional area; conducive to the display of materials and presentations

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Marker Boards (2) 4' X 8'; Tackable Surface 4' X 8' Min

Storage General and secure; lockable door and cabinets

Movable Furniture Teacher desk and chair; Teacher podium;  24 student chairs and desk areas for 24

Projection Surfaces Projection Screen or Integrated Smart Board

Cabinetry Lower Cabs, 1 wall, Sink with Bubbler

Equipment Teacher computer, Ceiling mounted projection unit and/or possible Smart-Board

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

Doors Walk door with view panel and possible transparent rollup door or double glass doors

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc Y Y

Interior Window to circulation areas; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack)

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security  Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 3.01.02 MultiUse/ Law Enforcement or Health Classroom

Program: 3.01 Human Services Pathway

Number of Occupants 1 Teaching Staff; Up to 24 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Student instructional area:  Justice, Vet Lab Asst, Dental Asst, or other Human Services

Operational  Law program practical instruction and lecture

Community Possible meeting areas for business advisory groups

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Flexible Instructional Area

Indirect/Near: Pathways Support

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from hallways; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Electrical 220 V for either Vet Lab or Dental

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Marker Boards (2) 4' X 8'; Tackable Surface 4' X 8' Min

Storage General open shelving and secure 

Movable Furniture Teacher desk and chair; Teacher podium; lab stools and worksurfaces for 24 students

Projection Surfaces Projection Screen

Cabinetry Lockable upper/lower cabs variety (2 walls); 2 Deep Sinks (hot/cold)

Equipment Teacher computer, Ceiling mounted projection unit; possible Smart-Board

4-5 Dental Chairs, 4 Exam Tables, Sterilization Table See Equip List

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Hard Surface (VCT or Linoleum) Easy to Disinfect

Walls 9'0" min, 10'0" - 12'0" suggested; painted finish if open 

Ceiling Acoustical ceiling or Open 

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc Y Y

Interior Window to circulation areas; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; possible wireless

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack)

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security Closable Door and/or Roll up Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code; Fire Alarm Pull

SPECIAL NOTES
1.0 2 Stainless Deep Sinks with Goose Neck Spigot for Hand Wash

2.0 Floor Drain

3.0 Hand and Eye Wash Stations



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 3.01.03 Lab Classroom

Program: 3.01 Human Services Pathway

Number of Occupants 1 Teaching Staff; Up to 24 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Classroom for Human Services

Operational Education Classroom

Community Possible meeting areas for human services advisory groups

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Adjacent to Education Classroom

Indirect/Near: Near other education professions areas

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from hallways; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); dental lights

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Water Water for sterilization, eye wash system

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Marker Boards (2) 4' X 8'; Tackable Surface 4' X 8' Min

Storage General open shelving and secure - instrument storage

Movable Furniture Dental Chairs, simulator for preclinic, mobile exam tables, privacy curtains

Projection Surfaces Projection Screen

Cabinetry Lockable upper/lower cabs variety (2 walls); 2-4 Sinks (hot/cold)

Equipment Teacher computer, Ceiling mounted projection unit; possible Smart-Board

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring floor drains; anti-microbial, sterilizable

Walls 9'0" min, 10'0" - 12'0" suggested; painted finish if open 

Ceiling Acoustical ceiling or Open 

Doors HC Access door with view panel and possible transparent rollup door,dble glass doors

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc Y Y

Interior Window to circulation areas; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout; patient mgt system computers

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack)

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security  Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Small Group Room/ Flex space

Program: 3.01 Human Services Pathway

Number of Occupants 4-6 Students

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Small Meeting Area for Students

Operational Conference or Meeting Room or Area

Community Possible Community Use

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Pathway Areas

Indirect/Near: Core Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: Public Areas

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Aesthetic Meeting Area

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Tack Board, 4' X 4' Min

Storage Locker Storage for 72; district standard

Movable Furniture Table; Chairs for up to 6

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry Lockers 72 units

Equipment Possible Movable Projector and Laptop

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc N N

Interior Side Lights at Doors; Privacy Blinds N N

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual Possible TV Connection

Clock/Intercom NA

Security  Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Team Staff Office

Program: 3.01 Human Services Pathway

Number of Occupants 1-2 Staff

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Support for Teaching Staff

Operational Support for Staff; Copying, Faxes, Printing; Lamination, Sorting; Binding

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Flexible Instructional Areas

Indirect/Near: Pathways and Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from quiet areas; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Aesthetic Office Work Area; Accessible Storage and Work Surfaces

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Tack Board, 4' X 4' Min

Storage Locker Storage for 72; district standard

Movable Furniture File cabinets; trash cans (large)

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry Lockers 72 units

Equipment Printer, Fax Machine, Laminator, Binding Machine possible

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet and Hard Surface as Required by District

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Not Required

Interior Side Lights at Doors; Privacy Blinds N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom; Fax Line

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security Lockable Cabinets

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Student Lockers

Program: 3.01 Human Services Pathway

Number of Occupants Variable

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Provides book and coat storage for students

Operational Temporary storage of student personal items during classes

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Flexible Instructional Area

Indirect/Near: Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: NA

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from instructional areas; medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Aesthetic Clean and easy to maintain; Durable surfaces

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces NA

Storage Locker Storage for 72; district standard

Movable Furniture NA

Plumbing NA

Cabinetry Lockers 72 units

Equipment Benches if Possible

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior NA

Interior NA

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data NA

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom NA

Security NA

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES
1.0 Lockers to district standard



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: Storage

Program: 3.01 Human Services Pathway

Number of Occupants 1-2 Staff

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Bulk storage for classroom equipment and accessories; books

Operational Storage with open shelving

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Flexible Instruction Area

Indirect/Near: Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: NA

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic NA

Lighting  50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired

Aesthetic Organized storage area; Metal shelving

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces NA

Storage Locker Storage for 72; district standard

Movable Furniture NA

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry Lockers 72 units

Equipment NA

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Hard Surface

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Gypsum board/ hand lid

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior NA   

Interior NA N N

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data NA

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom NA

Security Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 4.01.01 Conference/ Large Gathering

Program: 4.01 Media Exchange Center and Testing

Number of Occupants 1 Teaching Staff; Up to 150 Participants

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Conference, Presentations, Large Gatherings

Operational Combined with Partners Rooms should accommodate up to 500

Community NA

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Cyber Research; Entry; Partners Room

Indirect/Near: Pathways; Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: Building Support

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from pathways; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare;50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + additional ventilation desired

Aesthetic Student research, work, gathering space; community gathering and presentation

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces NA

Storage General and secure; lockable door and cabinets; seating storage

Movable Furniture Tables and Chairs, movable; Variety of Seating, soft and informal 

Projection Surfaces Projection Screen from Ceiling

Cabinetry Limited Storage; Open Shelving; Movable for Book Storage

Equipment Projector, fixed on ceiling and/or portable

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile; may be open to second floor

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior View to Exterior N Y

Interior NA N N

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack)

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security  Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 4.01.02 Cyber Center/ Digital Research

Program: 4.01 Media Exchange Center and Testing

Number of Occupants Variable

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Area for students to perform computer research; access online card catalog

Operational Research; Computer area

Community Possible community use

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Reading area; visual access from circulation desk; Integrated into Library

Indirect/Near: Book circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: Noisy areas

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Acoustic separation from entry; low to medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Aesthetic Comfortable computer area

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces NA

Storage NA

Movable Furniture Computer table with cable tray, computer chairs

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry NA

Equipment NA

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls NA

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired; 50-70 fc N Y

Interior Visual to reading area N Y

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset with intercom

Data LAN access; robust wireless throughout

Audio/Visual TV Video Input (jack)

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security  Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 4.02.01 Media Office/ Work Room

Program: 4.01 Media Exchange Center and Testing

Number of Occupants 1 Staff

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Support for Library Staff

Operational Support for Staff; Copying, Faxes, Printing; Lamination, Sorting; Binding

Community Possible Parent Volunteers Utilizing this Room

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Visual Access to Media Center; Book circulationMedia; Staff Office

Indirect/Near: Core Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: Public Areas

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Aesthetic Professional Office; Work Area for book repair, binding

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces Tack Board, 4' X 4' Min

Storage General and secure; lockable door, furniture and cabinets

Movable Furniture File cabinets; office furniture; trash cans (large)

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry File storage, 4 drawer possible

Equipment Computer; Printer, Fax Machine, Laminator, Binding Machine

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Carpet

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior Non-glare; Natural light desired (borrowed ok); 50-70 fc N N

Interior Side Lights at Doors; Privacy Blinds N N

TECHNOLOGY
Voice Telephone; handset

Data LAN access; robust wireless; possible fax line

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom Standard Clock as utilized by district; Intercom

Security  Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES



Room Design Criteria

NAME OF SPACE: 4.02.02 Media Storage

Program: 4.01 Media Exchange Center and Testing

Number of Occupants 1-2 Staff 

ACTIVITIES & FUNCTION
Educational Storage of Audio Visual; Computer and other Equipment

Operational Storage Area

Community Possible Parent Volunteers Utilizing this Room

FUNCTIONAL ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS
Direct Access: Staff Areas

Indirect/Near: Core Circulation

Not Adjacent/Separate: Public Areas

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 70-78 degrees

Acoustic Medium sound levels

Lighting Non-glare; 50-70 fc even across space

HVAC AC + natural ventilation desired; additional ventilation desired

Aesthetic Equipment Storage Room

FURNISHINGS/ INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
Marker Boards/Tackable Surfaces NA

Storage General and secure; lockable door and cabinets

Movable Furniture Metal Open Shelving

Projection Surfaces NA

Cabinetry NA

Equipment NA

INTERIOR FINISHES
Flooring Hard Surface

Walls 9'0" min; painted finish

Ceiling Acoustic ceiling tile

WINDOWS Operable? Shades?

Exterior NA N N

Interior NA N N

TECHNOLOGY
Voice NA

Data NA

Audio/Visual NA

Clock/Intercom NA

Security  Lockable Door

Fire Alarm Smoke detector as required by Code

SPECIAL NOTES
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Detailed Equipment Information 

 
 



CTHS Phase III 

Aviation 

Mark Stigar 
Aviation 

Program Detail Information 

1) Teaching and Learning Strategies: 

2) 

Teaching will be a combination of lecture, guided practice activities, modeling, and 

demonstration. 

Learning strategies will include guided learning and practice activities, cooperative 
learning, and practical application of knowledge in the lab setting 

3) Space Sizes and Functions: 

Flexible combined space for all programs- expand/contract 

4) Major Equipment: 

• Gantry or Rail Overhead Hoist System - serves all programs *2,000- 4,000 lbs 
for Aviation 

Floor type: Painted Concrete Floors - for maximum light reflection 

Ventilation: Portable Hose Ventilation- for fumes/vapors (on grid) 

Electrical/Physical fixed needs: 

• 220 V power. 3 Phase 220/260 

• 16 x 20' Rollup Door 

• Man Door on front between each high bay door with window 

• ACC Glass Rollup Door- to the Transportation Court 

***Limit to NO Painting (due to health reasons) & spot paint using ventilation system 

** * If fuels: I OOLL/Diesel/Jet- type of suppression (foam) is expensive. Diesel 

Augas (none) 



CTHS Phase III 

Human Services 

Program Detail Information 

1) Teaching and Learning Strategies: 

Barb Shogren 
Human Services 

Teaching will be a combination oflecture, guided practice activities, modeling, and 

demonstration. 

Learning strategies will include guided learning and practice activities, cooperative 
learning, and practical application of knowledge in the lab setting 

2) Space Sizes and Functions: 
Flexible space with ability to reconfigure spaces to suit needs of program: i.e. partition 
formed by curtains or accordion-style folding partitions. 

3) Major Equipment: 
4 or 5 dental chairs with attached drains and dental equipment. 
4 exam tables 
Sterilization station 
Tables for group projects 

Space may be used for vet tech lab, dental assistant, justice, education or other human 

service program. 

Floor type: Linoleum or vinyl tile which can be easily washed and disinfected. 

Ventilation: There would be no special ventilation needs. 

Electrical/Physical fixed needs: 
Hand and eye washing stations 
Dental Assistant: Plumbed for fresh water flush system, dental vacuum system, 

automatic dental chair, drain next to chair, compressed air to power hand pieces, 
and electrical outlets for drop-down lighting over dental chairs and X-ray viewing 
box, 220 plug for autoclave. 
Vet Assistant: electrical outlets for drop-down lighting over exam tables and X

ray viewing box, 220 plug for autoclave 



CTHS Phase III 

Hydraulicsilliesel Power 
Program Detail Information 

1) Teaching and Learning Strategies: 

Earl Lackey, Yukon Equipment 
Hydraulics/Diesel Power 

Teaching will be a combination oflecture, guided practice activities, modeling, and 
demonstration. 

Learning strategies will include guided learning and practice activities, cooperative 
learning, and practical application of knowledge in the lab setting 

2) Space Sizes and Functions: 

(see attached drawings) 

3) Major Equipment: 
a) Dynometer 
b) Pressure testing 
c) Plan meter 
d) Waste oil containment 
e) 16'(H) x 12'(W) door 
f) Crane height 18' split the crane- 30' of one wall or split in the middle 
g) 14' 6" height is standard lighting. Safety lights placed on the wall 

Floor type: 
a) Monte sopen concrete to include volby block: no paint or polish 
b) Oil suspensation sumps in each of 3 bays 
c) Crown the floor so water flows to sumps 
d) 4 ventilation drops that contact directly to the excavation and for the rigs with 

the bottom 

Electrical/Physical fixed needs: 
a) Cranes on gantry to lift 5 tons 
b) From ceiling air compressed drops ( 4) and line wall every1 0' with air and 

power 
c) 220 volt 
d) Compressed air CFM to run multiple gas guns 
e) Floor lift for 



CTHS Phase III 

Program Detail Information 

1) Teaching and Learning Strategies: 

2) Space Sizes and Functions: 

3) Major Equipment: 
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Program Detail Information 

1) Teaching and Learning Strategies: 

CTHS Phase III 
Process Technology 

Jon Halfacre 
Process Technology 

Teaching will be a combination of lecture, guided practice activities, modeling, and demonstration. 

Learning strategies will include guided learning and practice activities, cooperative learning, and 
practical application of knowledge in the lab setting 

2) Space Sizes and Functions: (see attached drawings) 

1000 square foot - 50 X 20 
Existing Door is 20' X 18 

3) Major Equipment: 
a) 1 Welder (self-centered) all inclusive 220 
b) Fume to include hood service 
c) CFTH instrument air and plant clean air/dry air? 
d) Water reverse osmosis, soften, distill, and hot and cold? 
e) Pipe work wall drain to gray water/bleach 

Floor type: 
a) Concrete with 2 drains (see attached drawings) 

Ventilation: 
a) Science with hood- 2 place- will share with science lab 

Electrical/Physical fixed needs: 

Wall A: Instrumentation Wall- Corner of wall A & B is part of catwalk (see attached drawings) 

a) Confined space vessel 6'X 8' 
b) Air board to include shop air, plant air, instrumentation 
c) Industrial water heater 
d) Water filtration 

Wall B: (see attached drawings) 

a) Moveable 
b) Buildable 
c) Pipe process wall 

Open Space: 

a) 2 work benches with metal roller- 6' X 6' 
b) Crane needs to service confined space vessel 
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Appendix H – Arch. Building Systems

Career & Technical High School Addition 
Milestone Review 
October 08, 2013 



   

Architectural Building System 
 
Foundation Treatment 
New Foundations:  Damproofing & Insulation: opaque, thick consistency liquid coating 
damproofing & 2” extruded poly styrene insulation applied from the top of foundation wall 
to top of footing.  Provide prefinished metal cover where insulation extends above grade. 
 
Existing Foundations:  patch existing areas disturbed in the work 
 
Metals  
Interior:  Handrails:  1-1/2” standard steel pipe.  Paint with powder coat or “Direct-to-
Metal” enamel. 
 
Exterior Envelope – New Additions 
Walls (from inside face out): 

 5/8” type X Gypsum Wallboard (GWB) 
 Reinforced plastic vapor retarder 
 6” metal studs with R=19 batt insulation 
 2” continuous foam insulation over stud face 
 Gypsum sheathing board applied to metal furring 
 Sheet weather barrier 
 Cladding as specified below 
 Refer to drawings for details 

 
Soffits: metal studs, elastomeric coating over gypsum sheathing 
 
Roof:  4 ply built up roof system with 8” of foam insulation and colored mineral cap sheet 

 Roof Cost Option R1:  .060” EPDM membrane replaces the built up roof 
membrane 

 Refer to drawings for details 
 
Exterior Fascia Panels 

 Base Bid:   
 Kynar coated 22 gage steel panels (NorthClad or Dry Design) 

 
Exterior Horizontal Siding (type 1) 

 Base Bid: Stucco 
 

Exterior Infill Cladding (type 2) 
 Base Bid:  Kynar coated 22 gage steel panels (NorthClad or Dry Design) 

 
Exterior Accessories 

 Roof hatches and ladders to provide roof access 
 Exterior louvers for mechanical systems 

 



   

Doors & Windows 
 
Windows: double-glazed solid fiberglass windows with low-E coating.  Operable and fixed 
windows will be used in the building. 
 
Entrances & Window Walls:  thermally broken clear anodized aluminum frames with low E 
coated double glazing. 
 
Exterior Doors: Fiberglass doors and frames (both insulated) with mortise lock sets.  
Hardware is commercial grade, complying with ADA access & IBC egress. 
 
Exterior Overhead Sectional Doors:  motor operated insulated steel sectional doors at 
Transportation Lab and Natural Resources Lab. 
 
Access Doors:  powder coated steel access doors to provide access as needed to plumbing 
mechanical and electrical equipment. 
 
Interior Windows:  steel frames with ¼” safety glass. 
 
Operable Partitions: sound rated (STC 50) operable wall systems with tack and white board 
surfaces. At the 6-8 Flex Classroom, Music Room, Library and Special Ed Classroom.   
 
Interior Doors: steel doors and steel frames with mortise lock sets.  Hardware is commercial 
grade, complying with ADA access & IBC egress.  Provide for vision glazing in doors.  
Provide for integral steel sidelights with glazing.  2 hour rating required for the double door 
at the fire separation wall as shown on the code plans.  Kick plates will be provided on all 
doors accessible to students, staff, and public.  Magnetic door hold opens at all corridor and 
classroom doors. 
 
Interior Systems 
Partition Walls: Gypsum wallboard each side of full height 20 gauge metal studs with sound 
batt insulation; double layer of GWB on one side of wall for the walls between classrooms.  
Provide acoustic sound insulation between all classroom and office areas.  
 
Soffits: 5/8” type ‘X’ Gypsum wallboard, metal studs 
 
Wall Finishes:  

 Satin paint on smooth finish gypsum wallboard typical.  Use of catalyzed epoxy and 
semi-gloss in select areas.  

 Ceramic tile will be used in the public toilets.  4’ high ceramic tile wainscot at 
hallways.   

 MDF plywood at 8’ high gym wainscot painted with water based catalyzed epoxy.  
 
Floor Finishes:  

 Commercial grade carpet tile at offices, media center, general classrooms.  
 Sealed concrete at Service and Receiving areas and hallway.  



   

 Standard duty commercial resilient flooring in wet areas of classrooms, labs and 
restrooms.     

 4” rubber base.   
 Concrete fluid applied waterproof sealer for mechanical rooms.   
 Walk-off entry tiles at all vestibules and entry areas.   

 
Ceiling Finishes:  

 2’x4’ suspended acoustic-ceiling systems typical.   
 Gypsum wallboard ceiling system at toilet rooms and Storage Areas.   
 Paint or stain exposed ceiling areas. 

 
Toilet Accessories:  Polymer resin panel will be used for the toilet partitions with stainless 
steel grab bars and accessories. 
 
Interior Fixed Furnishings:  

 Marker/tack boards, field applied tack surface in all classrooms and other locations 
indicated on the Drawings.   

 Provide fire extinguishers bracket and cabinet mounted at a minimum of 75 foot 
spacing.   

 Cast plastic room signs at each room entry doors. 
 Cut out vinyl room numbers on exterior windows at each classrooms   

 
Casework: High pressure laminate faced casework to include base cabinets, upper cabinets, 
countertops, and shelving.  Solid surface countertops 
 
Window Coverings:  Fabric roller shades at all exterior windows.  Interior blinds at for the 
classrooms, offices, and as needed for privacy 
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